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When we have toddlers, the rewards of parenting often come in small packages such as

spontaneous hugs. I experienced a great reward of parenting Feb. 11, 2004—many years

after my children’s toddler days. It was hard, painful and, at the same time, joyful.

As I lay on the gurney in the casting room of my orthopod’s office, my grown son Rob

held my hand while the doctor pushed my broken wrist bones back into place. I recalled

days when the roles were reversed, such as the sleepless nights when Rob’s temperature

soared high and he could not get relief from a hacking cough except when I held him and

rocked him. And I recalled the many miracles bestowed on us when I fell asleep rocking

him to sleep—and didn’t drop him. I remembered the cuts and scrapes with a string of

stitches every now and then. Most of all, however, I recalled when Rob was 10 or so and

broke his wrist, and the trip to the hospital and then the long recovery.

Two days later Rob and his wife Molly brought me a Valentine’s Day gift. I opened the

box to find a red linen photo album. Placed in the little cutout window on the cover was

a black-and-white image from an ultrasound... dated Feb. 11. I was stunned. The day of

my accident they never let on in any way that they had other—very important—plans; I

had absolutely no idea that I was taking Rob away from anything but work. I felt so sad

that Rob had not been with Molly for their first ultrasound appointment as planned, yet

so grateful for those two very generous children. It seems those rewards just keep coming

and coming. And a very big one, a single one, is due Sept.27.

A few days before the jogging accident that resulted in my broken wrist bones, I got in

my last day of the ski season—although, of course, I didn’t know that at the time. I had a

great day skiing Beaver Creek with moms from the Eagle Valley Mother of Twins Club on

their first-ever Moms’ Ski Day. Dads kept the twins and we hit the slopes. Club president

Robye Nothagel has the dream job: One day a week, as a market research surveyer-on-skis

for Vail/Beaver Creek, she rides the lifts and ask visitors what they think about the resort.

So, if you’re skiing Beaver Creek keep an eye out for Robye.

One issue note: In working on “Conjoined Twins: Intimacy and Independence,” (page

26) Joann Amoroso was so touched by the death of Esther Alphonce that she secured a

commitment from Atlanta-based ChildSpring International to help the Alphonce fam-

ily if further surgery is needed for the surviving twin, Stella. Esther survived a hard stretch

of separation surgery, only to lose her life to malaria in her Tanzanian home village.
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from the editor

Do you know…

what drugs and supplements to avoid

while breastfeeding? A reader told us

about Dr. Thomas Hale, author of

Medications and Mother's Milk, and a

professor of pediatrics at the Texas

Tech University School of Medicine. At

http://neonatal.ama.ttuhsc.edu you’ll

find his helpful list. For more on Dr. Hale,

visit http://neonatal.ttuhsc.edu/lact. But

as always, check with your personal

doctor about what’s best for you. An

article on feeding your infants  begins

on page 14 of this issue. 

Would you like more
twins?

38% Yes!

34% Hmmm, maybe.

28% Are you crazy? 
No way!

From a TWINS Message Board 
reader feedback poll

Moms of twins take a day off and hit the slopes at Beaver Creek, Colo.: (l. to r.) Robye Nothnagel, Gerilyn
Karroll, Erin Osbourne, Mikel Obourn and Sharon Withers

The more the merrier? Brothers and sister Landon
(left) and Carson (right), 3 years; Ella and Garret 
(center), 6 months





Brian and Brad
I am the proud mother of 2-month-old twin boys, along with a

3-year-old boy. I enjoyed the addition of the Twin Vision comic

strip, particularly the “self portrait.” I know that I will be able to

relate to many of their adventures over the next few years. Are their

comic strips published in a book that is available for purchase? 
Jamey Phillips

Lubbock, Texas

Editor’s Note: We wany to publish a book of Twin Vision cartoons next

year, but it is still in the planning stages. If we do, we will sell it on our

Bookshelf at www.TwinsMagazine.com. Meanwhile, follow the adven-

tures of Brian and Brad on the last page of every issue of TWINS Magazine.

Seeing double doubles
I was so excited yesterday to be at our pediatrician’s office, pick

up a TWINS magazine and look at all of the pictures in your issue

with two sets of twins. We have two sets of twins—one set iden-

tical (monozygotic) one set fraternal (dizygotic)—both con-

ceived without fertility assistance. It was so awesome to actually

see that there are families out there like ours!
Lori McIntire

via e-mail

I am the mother of 21-month-old boy twins. I have been receiv-

ing and reading your magazine cover to cover since I was first told

I was having twins. Lately I have been very disappointed, as you

seem to be focusing more upon either triplets or families with more

than one set of twins. Why not make another magazine for them?

I feel like having one set of twins is just not interesting enough,

in the magazine’s opinion. I find it very challenging, frustrating,

exhausting and rewarding to have just my one set of twins. I used

to look forward to each and every issue; now I am not so sure I

will subscribe. We who just have twins are still a valuable source

of information and no matter how old they are we still need a

resource we can count on. I had a horrible pregnancy: I was hos-

pitalized at 22 weeks; my boys were born eight weeks early and in

the NICU for a month. They have many health problems.We almost

lost our home because of the medical bills. I think you should let

us families of twins have our magazine back.
Julia Stiles

via e-mail

Editor’s Note: The majority of our articles are devoted to twins, so we

aren’t ignoring you. A few times each year we cover higher-order mul-

tiples, too. Readers had been asking for a story on families with two sets

of twins, and we responded. We appreciate your tak-

ing the time to write and want you to stay with us.

Reader contributions
We love your magazine. We read some of the

articles online; they can be very helpful. It is

always nice to connect with people who know

what you are going through. Here is a picture

of our 2 1⁄2-year-old twins Kandace and Trinity, on the cover of their

first magazine. Our local newspaper chose a picture of them from

more than 100 entries. This was the  first issue of Go!Family mag-

azine, so we were very proud. We only hope that maybe you will

consider using them for any future editions that you will have.
Marie Moore

via e-mail

Editor’s Note: We receive many wonderful photos and wish we had space

to use all of them. Many photos from readers appear in Double Takes;

occasionally we use a photo with an article or in Growing Stages. All  cover

photos are shot here in Colorado. For consideration of your photos, please

fill out the release form on page 45 of this issue and mail it along with

your photos. If you e-mail photos, we need large, high resolution images.

I had twins April 11, 2003. During my pregnancy I had a rough

time—from the news of having twins to having postpartum depres-

sion and everything in between. Reading TWINS Magazine

helped me out a lot in terms of what to do and I’m not the only

woman out there with concerns. Thank you and everyone at TWINS

Magazine for that. I hope in the future you can publish the story

of my “roller coaster” of having my twins.
Angie Schraub

via e-mail

Editor’s Note: We welcome personal experience stories from readers, espe-

cially for our Special Miracles and Life with Twins columns. We also plan

to publish a book of readers’ stories. Please type “reader story” in the sub-

ject line and e-mail your story to twins.editor@businessword.com. Or mail

it; our address can be found on page 9.

Twin loss
Thank you for your article “Finding a New Normal” in the

March/April issue. Last month, my husband and I lost our twins
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Surprising family trend? When Morgan Elizabeth and Heather Lynne Carter were born Sept.
19, 1990, to Jimmy Groome’s sister, little did Jimmy and his wife Stacey of Chesterfield,
Va., realize they would repeat the pattern. To their surprise, Tori Lynne and Cassidy Anne
Groome, also were born on Sept. 19, but 11 years later. Heather Lynne (l.) is holding Tori
Lynne; Morgan Elizabeth is holding Cassidy Anne. 



at 211⁄2 weeks gestation. We currently are experiencing the grief that

you wrote about. A friend had bought a subscription to TWINS

for me and she e-mailed me the other day to warn me that she had

canceled the subscription, but that the first issue was already on

its way. It came today and I had planned to just toss it, but I saw

the title “The loss of a twin” on the cover. I found it helpful and

especially appreciated the part about other people trying to offer

comfort by saying “at least.” We have heard, “At least you already

have one child.” Yes, and I am so grateful for him right now, but

how can you say “at least” about losing two children?

I also appreciated Diane Grothe’s article about losing a triplet,

especially the line,“...we were completely unprepared for the depth

of love and sorrow we would feel.” That exactly describes our feel-

ings upon holding little Noah David and then, three days later, his

sister Emily Rose. We sent out birth announcements, telling the

story and describing each baby. In the section about Noah we

wrote,“Nothing could have prepared us for the mixture of joy and

sorrow we would feel as we were handed Noah immediately after

his delivery.” Thank you for shedding some light on the grieving

process we are going through so that others can better understand.
Rachel Murfitt

via e-mail

I just wanted to say that your “Loss and blessing” article in the

March/April issue brought tears to my eyes. After having three girls

and trying one more time for a boy, we lost two babies in two years,

one at 13 weeks and the other at 18 weeks. The second baby we

had to deliver and found out it was our firstborn son, Seth.

Through the trial, we found out I had Leiden Factor V, a blood dis-

order. We thought hard about trying again and felt the Lord was

giving us signs to go ahead. Today I have twin sons, Luke and Caleb,

who can only be special blessings from God.

I also want to share what we went through a couple months ago.

Luke had a hair tourniquet around four of his toes. (Especially likely

to happen to infants, a hair tourniquet is a strand of hair wrapped

tightly around a protruding body part—such as a finger, toe or

penis—that can impair the circulation of blood to that part.) They

told us in the emergency room that he was going to lose his toes.

Thank the Lord that he still has them today. The pediatrician told

us that they look for that if a baby is fussy for no reason. After hav-

ing five children, that is the first time we had ever heard that. I think

that might be a good article so that more parents can be aware.
Jennifer Cheatham

via e-mail
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family talk

Readers respond:
I started taking my 18-month-old dizygotic

girl twins to the community pool and

found two things were a must. First, my

double jogger stroller with three-point

harness (no escaping!) was vital. It allowed

me to transport the girls between the pool

grounds where we sat and the car without

having to worry about either one falling

into the pool or running into traffic in the

parking lot. It also made getting ready to

go home easier; the girls could not run off

while I cleaned up our things. Secondly, I

enlisted the help of a 14-year-old girl who

was a member of the swim team to help me

at the pool. We both played with the girls

in the baby pool and she helped me take

the girls into the big pool. Just remember

that you may not be able to have your eyes

on both twins always and it only take a blink

of an eye for one to slip under the water.

The $5 per hour that I paid my helper was

worth every penny for the extra set of eyes

and hands. By the following summer,

when the girls were 21⁄2, I was able to go to

the pool on my own since the girls were big

enough to use some of the flotation devices.

The most important thing is to never

allow yourself to be distracted by other peo-

ple or cell phones while around the pool

with small children.
Debbie Van der Sleen

Mohrsville, Pa.

My twin boys are now 3 years old and I

rarely go anywhere with them alone. My

two places are the park and the grocery

store, but never to a swimming pool.

Toddlers are very fast and you would not

want one to get away from you. When the

boys were just 18 months old, Alex got

away from me in a parking lot. It was very

scary for me, but a lot of fun for him. Since

I also have a 14-month-old son, I always

have someone with me now. I have a

teenage babysitter who likes to go places

with me and help with the kids. I would

suggest that, or ask a friend or your mother

to go along. My mother has been a lifesaver

for me.
Sara Yeaman

Kemmerer, Wyo.

I am a mother of five children, ages 11, 9,

6, 6 and 4. We go to the pool five days a

week. My neighbor, a mother of triplets,

and I spent every morning at the pool for

five summers. We think it’s a great way to

get the kids to exercise, keep the house clean

and reduce air conditioning bills.

Load up the car before getting your kids

ready. Apply lotion and dress them in

swim diapers and suits at home. I find two-

piece suits are much easier when changing

a diaper.And I love surf shirts: They are the

same material as swim suits, dry fast and

there is so much less sunblock to apply.

Check out the pool and rules before

your first visit. A brief introduction to the

lifeguards lets your kids know that they

should listen to them and also makes the

lifeguards aware of your situation.

Keeping constant watch on two kids is

challenging. Extended stays require more

planning and a pool buddy. This can be a

friend at the pool who will help keep an eye

on your kids or a babysitter you hire.

Go when the pool is less busy so kids

will have the lifeguard’s full attention.

Consider things such as the likelihood of

late-in-the-day thunderstorms or that the

water is warmer late in the day. Don’t fight

or change your kids’ eating, sleeping and

especially bathroom schedule.

Have a plan for a fast meal. Food and

drinks should be wind-, bee- and tip-

resistant. Many families at our pool bring

a snack towel instead of sitting at a table.

Small children usually spend more time

playing with the water than swimming, but

they often have trouble sitting to play

while wearing many types of floatation

devices, so they take them off. Find ones

that work for your kids. When my twins

wanted to swim, I pulled them together on

a pool noodle in waist-high water. And I

always stayed next to them in the water. If

your pool has a small wading pool you

Solo trip with twins to pool nixed
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A reader writes:
I want to take my 18-month-old twins to our community pool 
this summer, but it seems like an impossible outing by myself. 
Any advice?



might not leave that area. The more often

you go to the pool, the easier it gets.
Diane Buchan

via e-mail

For eight years I was the mother of only one

child, and then in one year I had three more.

The twins and their “Irish triplet” brother

are all wonderful toddlers now. I have

found, however, that there are just some

things I can’t do with toddler multiples that

I could do with only one child, or at least I

can’t do them safely, easily or gracefully.

Maybe you could wait until next year when

your twins will understand instructions bet-

ter, cooperate with routines and might

even be potty trained.
Karen Duncan

Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.

I put my twins in swimming lessons when

they were 18 months old, but the only way

I could do it was to sign them up for a

“Mommy and Me” class. I paid a babysitter

for the hour we were there twice a week. All

four of us got in the pool and switched back

and forth so that I had equal time with each

child. The kids loved it, the babysitter got

paid and I enjoyed some unstressed “cool-

ing”play with my twins.Never go alone.Find

someone you trust—a sister, a friend or pay

a babysitter; it’s worth it!
Kellee McGee

Ridgecrest, Calif.

My twin boys were 18 months old last sum-

mer. My suggestion is to bring help. Like

just about everything we do, we need extra

hands and the pool is no exception. If your

husband or another family member is not

available then you should look for a

“mother’s helper,” maybe a neighbor or a

friend’s teenager. If you go with a friend and

her child, do not think that will be enough

help. Without question you need one per-

son per child. My sons loved the water, but

more than that they loved getting in and out

of the water. That required close following

and sometimes chasing them around, and

they only go in different directions. I per-

sonally didn’t use them, but I did see swim-

suits made with built-in float devices.

Lastly, the water is very scary and they have

no fear whatsoever.
Nikki Fox

Lumberton, N.J.

When my twins were 18 months old, I

signed up my 5-year-old for swim lessons

at the local lake. While she was in lessons,

we used the beach. The twins ran in two

directions every minute we were there.

Fortunately, another mom who was there

recognized them from church and helped

watch one while I watched the other. On

several days, I brought a mother’s helper. I

don’t know if I could have done it alone.

Another thing to think about is flotation

devices. Some places allow only Coast

Guard-approved life preservers, which most

kids do not find comfortable to wear or

“swim”and play in. Also, pools usually are

less crowded in the late afternoon, after their

naptime, because many families head home

around 3 p.m. when day camps dismiss.
Denise LaForgue
Wappingers Falls, N.Y.

For July/August
I have healthy 15-month-old twin boys, but one of them bites his
brother all the time whether they’re playing nicely or if he gets upset
with him. When he bites I pull him away and say “No, no.” He thinks
it’s funny. Please help.
E-mail your replies to twins.editor@businessword.com; please type “Family Talk”in the sub-
ject line. Or, post your replies on the TWINS message board at www.TwinsMagazine.com.
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The Zygosity Puzzle
by Ellen Crane Schulman

The search for “identical” knowledge

The words dizygotic and monozygotic

could have been the latest formulas for col-

icky babies for all I knew as a new mother

of twin girls.

Leah and Carly were born six weeks

early on Oct. 14, 1999. As a 40-year-old

mother of a 16-month old girl, I was more

concerned about how to physically, emo-

tionally and financially survive the care of

three babies. The scientific splitting of

eggs was not top of mind at the time.

Naturally, I was curious to know if

they were “identical.” I asked the nurses in

the NICU, whom I know had seen hun-

dreds of multiples.“No,” they said.“These

babies don’t look at all alike.”

Then, my OB, a twin himself, offered lit-

tle insight. He told me to call the office in

a couple of weeks when the pathology

results would be available. He did tell me,

however, the morning after their birth

that they had experienced twin to twin

transfusion syndrome (TTTS), something

I had read about briefly during my preg-

nancy. My heart skipped a beat, as I remem-

bered reading about its severity. He told me

I was very lucky that they were born when

they were, as I probably would have lost one

or both within a week. That was sobering

news, to say the least.

Luckily, Carly, the second-born, expe-

rienced jaundice for only a few days. Both

were released after 14 days with a clean bill

of health.

Several weeks later, I called as instructed

to find out the results of the pathology

report. A nurse’s assistant read the results,

which sounded like Swahili to me. When

I asked her to tell me whether that meant

they were “identical” or “fraternal,” she

paused and said, “‘fraternal.’” Fine, I

thought, I didn’t really care. I had two beau-

tiful healthy babies. That’s all that mattered

to me. Besides, I had read that older moth-

ers had a higher probability of having

multiples. Dropping multiple eggs would

explain my having “fraternal” twins.

Thereafter, when I was asked that 

all-too-frequent question, “Are they 

‘identical?’”I would smile and say,“No, just

the daughters of an older mom.”

The debate did seem never-ending,

however. Because the girls don’t look exactly

alike and one always has weighed a few

pounds more than the other, many people

reinforced the “fraternal” theory by saying

the twins didn’t look anything alike. Others,

like their grandfather, have always had

trouble telling them apart. My husband and

I, of course, saw great differences between

them. Yet, a deep down gnawing question

remained for us.

About two years passed and I befriended

another mother of twin girls, a former

nurse. She kept telling me that she could

not believe my girls were “fraternal.” She

also told me that she remembered reading

that TTTS babies were always “identical.”

So, at her urging, I began doing what I

should have done originally. I began my

own research.

I hit the Internet, landing first on the

TTTS Foundation site (www.tttsfounda-

tion.org). Mary Slaman-Forsythe, the

founder and president, responded to my

late-evening e-mail within minutes. She

urged me to get my own copy of the pathol-

ogy report and look for the word “mono-

chorionic,” which means one placenta.

“Babies who share a placenta are always

‘identical,’ she wrote and guided me to sec-

tions of her Web site with simple charts

explaining monozygotic twinning.

With pathology report in hand, I typed

out the final diagnosis,“diamnionic/mono-

chorionic and e-mailed it immediately to

Mary.“They would definitely be ‘identical’,”

she typed back.

I felt relieved to have an answer, but

betrayed by medical advisors. It seemed

incomprehensible that out of a well-

respected OB/GYN, two neonatologists, a

team of nurses and a pediatrician, no one

could have explained it to me.

Believe me, during the girls’ infant year,

I repeatedly brought up the question. Yet,

I was met with shrugs or “Why does it really

matter?” I guess I was too tired to question

them, all of whom were excellent doctors.

The saga, however, does not end here.

Feeling both proud and smug, I took my

bulging fact file to my most recent annual

OB/GYN checkup. When confronted with

my findings, my doctor, the twin, said,

“Pathology reports can be wrong. You

may not really know for sure.”
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...MZ twins don’t have to be, and never 
are, ‘identical.’



Totally deflated, I went home only to

find an issue of TWINS Magazine in my

mailbox. I flipped to Dr. Geoffrey Machin’s

column and his passionate plea to change

the whole “identical/fraternal” labeling to

dizygotic (DZ) and monozygotic (MZ) to

reflect more accurately what happens to the

egg, not what the children look like.

Inspired once again, I retold my story to

Dr. Machin via e-mail. He, too, responded

with speed and eagerness to help. I zapped

him photos, a copy of the pathology report

and answers to a litany of questions. His

conclusion was the same, “identical”—

oops, monozygotic. He even offered to

examine the slide to confirm the results, a

step he later agreed wasn’t necessary.

He also explained that my twins prob-

ably experienced “acute perinatal TTT,” a

much less dangerous subtype of TTT that

occurs after the first twin is born and the

cord is clamped, causing a quick boost of

blood to the second twin.

“I feel you can be totally confident that

the girls really are MZ,” wrote Dr. Machin,

finally putting my mind at ease and giving

me the correct set of facts I need to prop-

erly raise and care for my twin daughters.

“Your twins have the best possible proof

that they truly are MZ. I don’t think there

is any basis for your OB saying the report

might be wrong.”

I will be forever grateful for the knowl-

edge and caring of Dr. Machin and Mary,

who took the time to educate me about

something my own healthcare providers

didn’t have the facts or time to do earlier.

Perhaps experiences like mine, if shared

with the medical community at large, can

help other parents of twins find quicker and

clearer answers. As Dr. Machin wrote,

encouraging me to write this article,“I think

this would be a great step toward calming

parents’ minds that MZ twins don’t have

to be, and never are, ‘identical.’”

Ellen Crane Schulman is a freelance writer and
public relations consultant who lives in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., with her husband and three
daughters, Tara, Leah and Carly. 

Geoff Machin, M.D., Ph.D., our Zygosity
Puzzle columnist, is on vacation.
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Life with Twins
by Kandace York

My mermaid and the millstone

Swimming is natural for babies. Babies

love to swim. Swimming classes with babies

are lots of fun.

I am not by any definition a water per-

son, but this is what I thought when I

enrolled my 1-year-old daughter Emmalyn

in a swimming class. One of my co-work-

ers assured me that I wouldn’t even get wet.

She described a sort of storytime near

water, just a bunch of moms getting together

for a lovely afternoon. It sounded euphoric.

My husband Ken agreed.“I’ll hang out with

Alexa; you and Em can have an evening to

yourselves. When your classes are over,

Alexa and I will take them together.”

My swimsuit, when I excavated it,

didn’t seem so flattering now. It must have

shrunk since Emmalyn and Alexa were

born. But I reassured myself that no one was

going to see it anyhow, so I threw on some

more clothes, got Emmalyn ready and

headed out the door.

When we arrived poolside I realized that

this might not go as I had envisioned.

Moms and dads were actually in the pool

with their babies. Taking a deep breath, I told

myself that I could get through this so that

Emmalyn could have some real fun.

My little mermaid promptly changed to

a millstone about my neck and let out the

soft, mumbling moan of a doomed child.

I stood rooted there, with her clinging to me

like a boa constrictor, as I considered the

reality that, within seconds, I would have to

strip down to my swimsuit. I really hadn’t

lost as much weight as I had thought, nor

was I in as good a shape as I had 

imagined.

So I did what any mom would do. I

focused on Emmalyn, mostly to avoid

everyone else’s gaze, and lied to her in a sing-

song voice,“Oh, it’s OK, honey. This is going

to be so much fun! Fun, fun, fun.”Emmalyn

stared up at me with a look that indicated

this might be many things, but fun was not

one of them. Her whimpers serenaded me

all through class, and the acoustics of the

pool amplified them until the sounds

seemed to rise from the waters and drone

into everyone’s head.

Fortunately we had arrived so late that

we weren’t long in the water. What a stroke

of luck! I waded out of the pool, grabbed

my towel and clothes, and fled to the locker

room. It was over.

Later,as I frantically recounted it all to my

husband, he tried hard but failed to hide his

grin. “Well,” he said, “Just think how much

better next week will be by comparison.”

He was right, of course. The next week

did go much better, although still fraught

with humiliation. I learned that when we

participated in a song, I was supposed to

make Emmalyn clap her hands; I was not

supposed to clap my own hands. I also

learned that I had to put my own face in the

water if I expected Emmalyn to do it, and

that if I was the only person in the class with

dry hair, everyone else would know I 

hadn’t. By the time classes ended, Emmalyn

could kick, splash, plunk into the water on

her own, reach out for floating toys and even

blow bubbles underwater.

My thoughts now turned to Ken and

Alexa as they signed up for their classes.

Alexa was more emotional and less adap-

tive than her sister. How would Ken, lack-

ing the obvious composure and insight of

a twin mom, handle it? That night of their

classes, I paced the floors and wrung my

hands at home, envisioning the torture they

must be enduring.

Ken came home with what must be a

forced smile. I waited in silence to hear  how

awful it had been. At least I’d prepared him

well. But that exuberant smile was still

plastered on his face.

“How was it?” I finally had to ask.

He pulled Alexa close for a big kiss.“She

loved it! You should have seen her in the

water. She was laughing the whole time and

kicked so hard no one would get near us.”

He paused in his happy account as he saw

my stricken face.“But I read somewhere that

swimming is natural for babies. Babies

love to swim. Swimming classes are going

to be lots of fun!”

Kandace York is a freelance writer who lives
in Luckey, Ohio, where she, her husband and
twins go for the occasional swim.
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All in the family
Most parents are overwhelmed at the thought of having twins. Not

so for monozygotic twins Kelli and Allan Mena of Parker, Colo.

Kelli gave birth Feb. 27 to dizygotic twin boys: Hayden Robert, 6

pounds, and Hunter Edward, 6 pounds, 8 1⁄2 ounces.

“We were not surprised [to learn we were expecting twins],”

said Kelli, whose mother Antoinette Jones of Baton Rouge, La., is

a dizygotic twin.“We’re accustomed to sharing two of everything.”

Being a twin gives Allan an edge in rearing twin boys.“I under-

stand the bonding between two boys, like always being there for

each other,” he explained. “And I understand the fighting, from a

guy point of view; it’s just easier to relate. Individuality is good,

but commonality is always good, too.”Today he and Brian are very

close. And in June, Brian also will marry a twin, but he hopes to

avoid a newspaper announcement headline similar to the one for

Kelli and Allan: “Identical twins joined in holy matrimony.”

“Twins is the norm for us,” Kelli said one week after delivery.

“We have our moments, but we’re pretty calm.”

TWINS hits the airwaves

Mikel Obourn, senior account manager for TV8 Vail and mother

of 3-year-old twins John and Austin, invited Eagle County Mothers

of Twins president Robye Nothnagel, along with her 3-year-old twins

Addison and Samantha, and TWINS Magazine Managing Editor

Sharon Withers to appear on Good Morning Vail, with hostess Tricia

Swenson. Robye told viewers that their club, founded in 1996, dou-

bled in size in 2001 with 12 new members, all new moms. Good

Morning Vail is the No. 1 Nielsen-rated morning show in the Vail

Valley over Good Morning America and The Today Show.

The Menas welcome
another set of twins to
the clan. Standing left 
to right: Brian Mena,
Antoinette Jones, Laura
Jones Portier; seated:
Allan and Kelli Mena
holding their newborns,
Hayden and Hunter
Mena



Breastfeeding
your twins

S
everal months ago, at the start of

a prenatal breastfeeding class for

mothers of multiples, I asked

mothers to give me a list of some

of their biggest questions about breast-

feeding their babies.

“Questions? I don’t have any questions.

I’m just terrified!” replied one mother.

“I’m only here because my friend

dragged me,” responded another.“There’s

no way I’m going to be able to breastfeed

my twins. I had a cousin who had twins and

she had to switch to formula by the fourth

day.”

In this class of seven women, five moms

were able to breastfeed their babies exclu-

sively for at least six months. One mom who

decided to switch to formula after one

month called me frantically asking me

how she could re-lactate:“I just don’t have

time to prepare 20 bottles of formula a day.

I’m going crazy. Please help me get my milk

supply back!” Only one mother chose not

to breastfeed her babies. All of my clients

who breastfed their multiples agree on one

thing: Breastfeeding is worth it! 

While breastfeeding twins can some-

times be a challenge, there are far more

rewards than drawbacks.And the more you

know about breastfeeding, the more likely

you are to have a great experience.

Why should I go through the
trouble of trying to breastfeed
my twins?
First, relax! If you keep an open mind about

feeding your babies, you may find that it

is no trouble at all. In fact, in addition to

the amazing plethora of health benefits that

breastfeeding offers, mothers of twins

report many other pluses.

• Breastfeeding saves time. A number of

mothers in my classes who opted to for-

mula-feed their twins have called me

several weeks later for help inducing lac-

tation. It is estimated that moms save eight

to 10 hours a week, especially when twins

are simultaneously breastfed, because

they don’t have to prepare bottles of for-

mula, shop for formula and care for sick

babies as often (breastfed babies have

stronger immune systems). Moms who

co-sleep with their babies may not have

to get up at night to nurse, so this can save

time too.

• Breastfeeding moms are more relaxed.

Prolactin, a hormone released during

breastfeeding, has a very calming natural

effect on the mother. This comes in handy

when you have two or more little ones to

take care of. And since you can feed on

command, you can satisfy your babies

immediately instead of having two babies

scream while you heat up formula.

• Breastfeeding saves money. Breastfeeding

twins for one year saves about $2,000 on

formula costs alone. This does not include

costs for bottles, artificial nipples, steril-

izing and extra visits to the doctor.

• Your breastmilk is custom-made to suit

your babies’ needs. Twins are more likely

than singletons to be born prematurely.

Preemies have very specific healthcare

needs: They have less-developed immune

systems and need to gain weight rapidly.

When you deliver pre-term babies, your

breasts compensate. Colostrum—a thick,

clear yellow substance that your breasts

produce throughout your pregnancy and

during the first few days after birth until

your milk comes in—is packed with

nutrients and immunities, and this is

especially true for mothers of pre-term

babies. Even after mature milk comes in,

mothers of multiples often produce milk

that is richer in fat, protein and immu-

by Christine Bradley

Researchers say decreased levels of the 
hormone prolactin may be the reason over-
weight and obese women have less success 
with breastfeeding.

Breastfeeding
your twins

I breastfed my twins exlusively until they were 13 months old, when we started weaning

them to whole milk. I also gave them sippy cups with water, starting around 10 months.

Don’t allow anyone to pressure you into either breast or bottle, you need to feel

comfortable with your own decision. You need to do whatever works best for you. 

Teri, Rochester, N.Y.

mom of Meghan and Sean, born Oct. 28, 2001
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nities than that of their singleton coun-

terparts. Try finding a formula that will

change its nutritional content daily to

meet your babies’ needs!

• Breastfeeding promotes bonding. Mothers

of twins are more prone to postpartum

depression. However, postpartum depres-

sion does not occur as frequently among

breastfeeding mothers and this can help

strengthen the bond between a mother

and her babies.

Will I really be able to make
that much milk?
Yes! The most common problem I see as

a lactation consultant is a lack of confi-

dence in milk supply. For some reason,

many people are told by friends and

occasionally even well-intentioned

healthcare professionals that they won’t

have enough milk. Very rarely is this the

case. While it may be difficult for moth-

ers who have had breast surgeries prior to

nursing or mothers on certain medica-

tions or in other special circumstances to

produce a full milk supply, most mothers

are fully capable of producing more than

enough milk for their twins or even

triplets. Watch your babies for signs that

they are getting enough milk—six to

eight wet and three to four dirty diapers

each day, weight gain and no dehydra-

tion. As long as they are healthy, your

milk supply is probably plentiful.

Make sure you are getting adequate

nutrition. Lactating women need about

500 extra calories per day per baby. Keep

nutritious snacks handy to meet your

increased caloric demands. This is very

important: Don’t judge your milk supply

by how much you pump. Babies are

much more efficient nursers than breast-

pumps. Remember that breastmilk is a

supply-and-demand system. The more

often you nurse, the more milk you will

produce. If you go for long periods with-

out nursing or pumping and find your-

self frequently engorged, your milk sup-

ply will go down. Also, if you introduce

formula or other supplements, your milk

supply will go down because your babies

are not nursing as often.

How do I hold two at once?
Many positioning techniques work for

mothers of multiples. Sometimes, espe-

cially in the early days, moms nurse one

baby at a time, just to get used to proper

latch-on and also to be able to have special

time alone with each baby. Most moms,

however, tell me that it saves time and is

easier to learn how to nurse both babies at

once. Experiment with various holds to

find what works for you and your babies. I

highly recommend attending a local La

Leche League meeting or twins support

group where you can watch how other

moms of multiples nurse their babies.

Have lots of pillows handy to help

position your babies and get comfort-

able. I have found that using regular pil-

lows works just fine.

Here are some popular nursing holds

for mothers of twins.

• Criss-cross cradle. Both babies are cradled

with their necks in the crooks of mom’s

arms. One’s body is behind the other and

they are snuggled close in an “X” shape.

Make sure that both their bodies are fac-

ing yours. Twin moms have a tendency to

develop sore nipples because babies may

“hang” on the nipple when their bodies

lean toward the ceiling instead of mom.

• Double football hold.Both babies lie at their

mother’s sides and her hands support their

heads.This is a very popular hold for moth-

ers of twins because they are so much more

likely to have had a Caesarean-section and

there is no pressure on the abdomen with

this hold. This also gives moms a little

more control, especially if they are large-

breasted or their babies have a difficult

time latching on.

• Cradle and football. One baby is in the

football hold and another is in the cra-

dle hold.

Should I get a pump?
Having a good electric pump handy is

great for mothers of twins even if they do

not work outside the home. This allows

others to help feed your babies your

breastmilk and helps save time if you find

that you prefer to nurse one baby at a

time while the other is bottle-fed. Some

mothers, however, have told me that they

never used their pumps because it was

just as time-consuming to pump and it

was much more enjoyable just to nurse

their babies during that time. I recom-

mend investing in at least a good quality

hand pump so that your babies can be fed

breastmilk while you take an evening off

or go run errands.

Remember that no matter how you

choose to feed your babies, good health

and overall well being should be your

number one concern. Don’t sweat the

small stuff and enjoy this precious time

you have with your babies!  

Christine Bradley, C.L.E., lives in Holladay,
Utah, where she is a lactation consultant to
mothers of multiples in the Salt Lake City area.

Tips for successfully 
nursing multiples
• Have an open attitude.

• Have faith in your milk supply.

• Avoid introducing artificial nipples and 
pacifiers, as this can cause nipple confusion
and make it difficult for babies to latch on.

• Take breastfeeding classes or find a good 
lactation consultant before your babies
arrive.

• Visit with your lactation consultant shortly
after your babies arrive to make sure feed-
ings are going well.

• Attend La Leche League meetings.

• Read as much material on breastfeeding 
multiples as possible. 

• Find other mothers of multiples in your 
community and ask them about their 
breastfeeding experiences.

• Get lots of support! Enlist your husband,
mother, neighbors and friends to help with
housework and cooking so that you can 
spend your time with your babies.

How long did you breastfeed?
0 – 6 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21%

7 – 12 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29%

13 – 18 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38%

19 + months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12%
—feedback polls from www.TwinsMagazine.com
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You’ve decided to give your babies breastmilk. But what if you can’t give it to them all

the time—or even any time—from the breast? That’s where using a breast pump comes

in. And the type of breast pump you need depends on the reasons you are expressing milk.

If you are looking to initiate or increase supply, pump exclusively for premature infants

or other babies, or want to maintain supply for long absences—such as full-time work—

then the hospital-grade rentals should provide what you need. Many women also use per-

sonal electric pumps that can withstand long-term use for full-time work .

For occasional absences, battery-operated, personal electric pumps or hand-held pumps

should work. Be aware that the quality of the pump

does matter, perhaps even as much as the type 

of pump.

When evaluating a pump’s features, look first for

ease-of-use. And be sure to check out types of power

sources, portability, noise level, ease of cleaning, effi-

ciency of the pump, flexibility in suction and

cycling levels, and the collection system. Read

reviews, ask friends and lactation consultants.

Moms of twins typically prefer double-sided

pumping for efficiency and because their letdown

is usually trained for simultaneous nursing. If you

are nursing one baby and pumping for the other,

you may pump one side while nursing on the 

other side.

If, despite your best efforts, you have problems

pumping, then it may be that all you need is a dif-

ferent pump.

Trina Lambert lives in Englewood, Colo., and is the
mother of boy/girl twins.
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Organizations
• International Lactation Consultant

Association (ILCA), www.ilca.org, 
(919) 861-5577

• La Leche League International (LLLI),
www.laleche.org, (800) LALECHE

• National Organization of Mothers of
Twins Clubs, www.nomotc.org, 
(877) 540-2200 

• Nursing Mothers Counsel (NMC), 
www.nursingmothers.org, (408) 291-8008

Books
• Mothering Multiples: Breastfeeding and

Caring for Twins or More!, Revised
Edition, by Karen Kerkhoff Gromada
(1999, LaLeche League International)

• How Weaning Happens, by Diane Bengson
(1999, LaLeche League International)

Groups
• Support for feeding twins on the

www.TwinsMagazine.com Message Board 

• Your local parents of twins group

• The Pump List, www.pumpingmoms.org

• Local La Leche League meetings

RESOURCES

by Trina Lambert

Tips for Expressing Milk
• Begin regular pumping soon 

after babies’ births (short,
frequent sessions are better 
than long, infrequent sessions)

• Select a quiet, private place with
comfortable seating

• Take care of yourself through
proper eating, drinking and rest

• Relax with massage, hot
compresses, mental exercises
and music

• Connect with your babies by
keeping their pictures or objects
with their smells at your side

• Surround yourself with support

• Reduce outside commitments

35% of moms used breast and bottle (filled with breastmilk they pumped),
and did not report any problems combining the two. 

—feedback poll from www.TwinsMagazine.com

Tip: Check with a lactation consultant on ways to avoid “nipple confusion.”

Pumping primer
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Parents of twins quickly learn how to

streamline processes—a few weeks of prac-

tice and you can prepare bottles with

assembly-line precision. Many parents

mix batches of the least expensive type of

powdered formula once or twice a day and

store in the refrigerator. Time-saving activ-

ities include:

Preparing large pitchers and pouring

into bottles as needed

Filling several individual bottles at once

Filling bottles with water and adding

powder as needed

Storing premixed bottles in a cooler for

middle of the night feedings

Remember to throw out unused stored

formula per manufacturers’ recom-

mendations, usually within 24 hours of

preparation.

Traveling also requires planning. Bring any

of the following:

Bottles of sterilized water for use with

individual formula tubes or formula car-

ried in multi-compartment powdered

formula dispensers

Water and powder in separated bottle

systems (mix together for use)

Ready-to-use cans and bottles

Stay safe by preparing bottles on the

go.You’ve got your bottles ready, now

what? While some parents do feed their

babies one at a time, often babies want to

eat at the same time.Check out these sug-

gestions for simultaneous feeding success:

Feed each baby in a car seat or bouncer

seat while sitting between them, either

on the floor or on the couch

Place each baby in a Boppy pillow while

sitting in between

Sit cross-legged while supporting the

babies on you with pillows or a nursing

pillow

Alternate holding one baby while plac-

ing the other baby in one of the above

positions

Provide hands-free bottles for the babies

Use a bottle-holder

Many people say never prop a bottle,

but sometimes a parent of twins needs an

extra hand. Use bottle-holders sparingly

and always under supervision. Continue to

make eye contact and interact with your

babies, even when you are not holding

them.And whenever possible, do hold and

feed them individually. Service with a

smile—the rewards are priceless.

Fill‘er up:
Bottle-feeding service with a smile
by Trina Lambert

Keeping Track
Color-coded bottles help monitor feeding amounts or separate different formula types. You can
also wrap a rubber band around one baby’s bottles; this is especially helpful during the night
when you are sleepy and don’t want to turn on the lights (Not for bottles of older babies who
might be able to remove the rubber band.) Use simple charts to track eating patterns for your
doctor or for planning purposes, but don’t worry if your babies occasionally share a bottle. 

Burping Basics
You may need to stop feeding one baby to burp the other. Be prepared for a screaming baby,
although a pacifier may work in a pinch. Some parents briefly prop one twin’s bottle while burp-
ing the other.

Premature Infants
When babies are born early, a mother’s breastmilk is naturally formulated for the needs of
preterm infants. Formula also comes especially made for these infants. Your pediatrician will rec-
ommend such a formula, if necessary, as well as advise you on how long to provide the special
formula for your babies.

Obesity
Researchers have found no evidence that breastfeeding influenced a baby’s body mass index
or obesity, one way or the other.
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Developmental milestones often cause concern for parents of pre-

mature twins.When should they hold their heads up? When should

they sit up? When should they respond to my voice? When should

they talk? What are some ways prematurity influences development? 

Premature infants do not uniformly have developmental prob-

lems but their progress depends on several factors. Our concern

with premature infants is how they will cope and develop in three

areas: physically, socially-emotionally and cognitively. While these

areas are interdependent, we can identify some factors that tend

to exert greater influence on one of these areas than another.

Providing supportive strategies that promote one area will likely

have positive effects on the other areas. For example, we know there

is a strong link between language development and social devel-

opmental skills, so providing support for early word skills supports

social communication between children.

Several factors influence the rate at which pre-term babies

Cognitive Catch-up
in Premature Infants

In a series of three articles, educator and researcher John R. Mascazine, Ph.D., examines the

developmental challenges pre-term infants face. Although social-emotional, physical, and cognitive

development are interdependent, Dr. Mascazine focuses on cognitive “catch-up” in this first article.

Cognitive Catch-up
in Premature Infants

by John Mascazine, Ph.D.
Megan and Noah

22 months



develop. How early was their birth in comparison to the length of

their gestation? Were there medical or physical complications that

affected the child(ren)? Two other factors that profoundly affect

the baby’s development include the quality of the home environ-

ment and the level of the mother’s (or primary parent’s) education.

Cognitive development
There are conflicting reports on the cognitive development of pre-

mature infants. The data suggest how a child overcomes the effects

of a premature birth are related to many factors. Obviously the

length of gestation (or how developed the infant was at birth) mat-

ters, prenatal nutrition and maternal health matters, and whether

there are other physical complications matters. Fortunately, med-

ical science is becoming more capable of diagnosing and treating

the needs of premature infants.

While some studies indicate that low birth weight children strug-

gle in school even into their teenage years, other studies have shown

quite different possibilities. Some researchers report low birth weight

children close the developmental gap by the middle of elementary

school. Providing support and attention to children who require

more help does make a difference. Parents should consult with their

pediatrician and their children’s teachers to accurately assess and

monitor the developmental progress of their children.

What should my babies be able to do at the
end of one month? 
You should notice certain behav-

iors in your baby by the end of the

first month. For premature

infants, parents should consider

how many weeks the infant was

premature, and not simply meas-

ure progress based on the num-

ber of weeks since the child was

born. Your pediatrician will be

able to accurately assess the devel-

opment of your children and

offer advice.

By the end of the first month

parents should notice that their

baby:
■ Begins to have distinct facial

expressions
■ Moves around more, flexing

arms and legs, exerting more

muscle control
■ Starts looking directly at objects and begins focusing on objects

8 to 12 inches away from them
■ Responds to loud noises nearby or in the background
■ Senses smells and touches and responds to the way they are held,

fed, rocked, etc.

(General guidelines for months 2 and 3, adapted from

www.mayoclinic.com, the Mayo Clinic Web site are on page 20.)

Parents can respond positively and gently to such milestone indi-

cators. In doing so, some researchers believe parents may be able

to create a stable yet stimulating environment that is beneficial for

cognitive development. Touch and regular contact between moth-

ers and their newborns have nurturing effects on cognitive and emo-

tional development in infants.Affection and gentle touch also build

emotional-social trust between infants and their parents.

Developmental delays
Developmental delays occur when a child fails to develop appro-

priate skills and behaviors at a rate similar to their peers. Such delays

may be temporary. They should not be taken as indicators of final

cognitive ability or eventual school achievement. The Emory

Medical School Web site, www.emory.edu, offers a comprehensive

set of documents on delays, written specifically for parents.

How do I promote development in my
newborns?
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, specific parental

behaviors can facilitate optimal development in newborns by pro-

moting cognitive, social-emotional and physical development.
■ Give consistent warm physical contact to your baby
■ Talk or sing to your baby when possible
■ Be attentive to your baby’s temperament and emotional state
■ Provide a variety of objects of differing colors and shapes, sizes and

texture for play
■ If you speak a second language,

speak to your baby in that lan-

guage, too.

Research studies have docu-

mented the positive effect moth-

ers have on their prematurely

born babies if they understand

and practice interactive behaviors

with their infants.For example, it’s

beneficial if parents create a cli-

mate of interactive learning rather

than just learning.Use of rhymes,

a wide range of colors and shapes,

and a variety of musical sounds

to complement learning words is

beneficial. In fact, low birth weight

infants demonstrated gains in

cognitive ability over periods as

short as three months.

The most beneficial experi-

ences are those where children receive instructive and positive feed-

back as they experience their surroundings. As a general rule, the

caring and consistent positive interactions with parents (or care-

givers) outweighs non-interactive educational materials.

In an extensive report titled “At Risk Does Not Mean Doomed,”

the National Health/Education Consortium reported on three 

projects that demonstrated that premature infants receiving early
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Premature infants do not 
uniformly have 

developmental problems…

Prematurity: age and size
The average gestation period for humans is between 38 and 40
weeks; for multiples, between 36 and 38 weeks. Infants born three
weeks prior to their expected delivery date are considered prema-
ture. In the United States about 11% of single births are premature
compared to about 50% of twins.

Prematurely born infants are sometimes described by 
their birth weight. 

Low birth weight (LBW) <2,500 grams (5 lbs., 8 oz.)

Very low birth weight (VLBW). <1,500 grams (3 lbs., 5 oz.)

Extremely low birth weight (ELBW). <1,000 grams (2 lbs., 4 oz.)
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Resource Web sites
 www.emory.edu/PEDS/NEONATOLOGY/DCP/parents.htm (great detailed info on milestones, concerns and  exceptions)    
 www.futureofchildren.org/information2827/information_show.htm?doc_id=80049

intervention were able to show cognitive

progress. Recommendations were that parents

and early education teachers:
■ Encourage exploration by infants and tod-

dlers. Through play and games, parents can

introduce their children to varied experiences
■ Mentor basic skills and support children as

they master new skills
■ Reinforce developmental advances, accen-

tuate what a child is able to do
■ Rehearse new skills
■ Avoid inappropriate disapproval, teasing

and punishment when a child fails at devel-

opmental skills.
■ Provide a responsive and interactive language

environment. Parental reactions to a child’s

responses can be pivotal in how motivated

children will be at future learning tasks.
■ Make learning experiences fun experiences

that span short periods of time that hold the

attention of the child.

Frequent periods of interesting play

between parents and their infants and toddlers

do positively contribute to their cognitive

development. It is only through such experi-

ences that children can observe and interact,

practicing social and thinking skills that they

will build upon in the future. It’s important that

such interactions emphasize social negotiation

skills and not merely object recognition skills.

For example, it’s much more beneficial for

mothers to talk with their children by asking

questions that probe what they are thinking,

rather than just practicing recall and identifi-

cation skills.

Can evaluations conducted
during infancy be accurate
predictors of how my child will
perform in school? 
While most early childhood researchers con-

cede that many behaviors exhibited in infants

are important to later cognitive development,

they do not agree that early evaluations will predict school per-

formance, but rather are better understood as benchmarks of a

child’s development and growth that precede more complex think-

ing tasks. (Many cognitive skills we test for in older children are

not developed or recognizable in very young infants. Measurements

of a child’s IQ are not even stable until at least 4 years of age.)

Early evaluations usually assess the following

areas. (Parents can practice these skills with

their children to promote cognitive development.)
■ A child’s rudimentary language and com-

munication skills
■ A child’s ability to be attentive to his or her

environment or people
■ Social behaviors and ways a child reacts to

others
■ Fine motor development, finger and hand

movement and eye-hand coordination
■ Gross or large motor skills, using and moving

legs and arms to grasp and manipulate objects.

When will my preemie “catch-
up” to a full-term child?
It’s difficult to say exactly if and when pre-term

infants “catch-up” with their peers, but many

researchers agree that most prematurely born

infants will eventually overcome negative con-

sequences associated with prematurity.

Attention to the needs of children as they grow

and develop skills from infancy into adulthood

will prove most influential. The challenge

often is in identifying and addressing specific

developmental needs early in a child’s life.

Parents simply need to be aware of some of

these milestones and help their children move

toward them.

When should I seek help?
Your children’s pediatrician will help evaluate

the developmental progress of your children.

When students enter kindergarten, they will be

evaluated as well.

Conclusion 
Parents should be mindful of the milestones of

early childhood development. And then, if

needed,provide consistent and positive support

to help their babies meet those milestones over

time. Take comfort that researchers agree that

most babies do overcome the effects of prema-

turity and that,despite how you feel, you do have enough time,atten-

tion, nuturing and interaction for two or more preemie babies.

John Mascazine, Ph.D., is a reasearcher in the education and assis-
tant professor at Ohio Dominican University in Columbus. He teaches
educational psychology and specialty methods courses for future ele-
mentary and middle school teachers. 

Mayo Clinic milestone
indicators
As you read the indicators, remember
that each baby is unique and develops
according to a timeline that may not con-
form to the times given.  

By the end of the second month, par-
ents should notice that their children:

Recognize the voice(s) of parents 
or caregivers and respond positively
to them.

Become more social as parents 
interact with them. For multiples, this
can occur between siblings as they
communicate with each other.

Become stronger as their neck mus-
cles permit them to support their
heads.

Have improved vision and can exam-
ine more intricate patterns, colors,
shapes, etc. They are also able to
move their eyes to follow an object
that moves in front of them.

By the end of the third month:

Express affection by reaching for par-
ents or snuggling in their arms.

Play independently with minimal
parental involvement for periods as
long as 15 minutes.

Spend time staring at objects and
examining them closely.

Move their bodies and hands to grab
and hold objects.

Speak and create sounds and respond
to the words, sounds, and responses
of their parents. At this age, babies
recognize the voices of their mothers.

adaped from www.mayoclinic.com
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As infant multiples morph into preschool-

ers, parental concerns shift from health to

social issues. None looms larger than the

issue of school placement. The notion that

classroom separation is good for all mul-

tiples regardless of their ages or situations

dominated U.S. school policies and prac-

tices in the secon half of the 20th century.

Thanks to the efforts of parents, researchers

and multiples themselves this rigid mind-

set is giving way to a flexible approach that

adjusts to the needs of each individual set

of multiples. Research supports co-place-

ment in the early years and for as long as it

meets the needs of the children. No research

supports separation for its own sake.

From 1978 through 1998 I served as

director of Twin Services, Inc., a national

resource for parents and professionals with

multiples in their care. My staff of social

workers, counselors and I responded to

thousands of families on our TWINLINE

telephone service and in seminars.A major

concern for parents with preschool and

primary school-aged multiples was school

placement when their children had been,

or were about to be, separated against

their wishes.

Under the influence of the then-preva-

lent myth that classroom separation was in

the best interest of twins, I had placed my

own twin daughters in different first grade

classrooms. The separation was not easy for

them. They both believed that the child

whose teacher structured lessons via read-

ers and workbooks was learning “real” first

grade material and that the child who was

learning about the solar system and dinosaurs

via art projects was being shortchanged.

Consequently,every day after school the child

with the workbooks labored to teach her twin

what she had learned that day.

School Placement:
Apart or Together?

by Patricia Malmstrom, M.A.

“

”

It seems foolish 

and cruel to have 

an arbitrary rule

about the separation

of twins in 

school when there 

is no need.

Dr. Benjamin Spock



RESOURCES
Books
TWINS Magazine Special Reports, “Separate
Classrooms or Together,” and “A Guide for
Parents Who Want Their Twins to Share a
Classroom” compile all articles on school
placement published in TWINS Magazine and
include detailed discussion of how to handle
classroom placement and deal with school offi-
cials. $14.95 for both. 

The Art of Parenting Twins, Malmstrom 
& Poland, Random House/Ballantine Books
(New York, 1999); in-depth discussion of fac-
tors in school placement decisions.

Entwined Lives: Twins and What They Tell
Us About Human Behavior, Nancy Segal,
Ph.D., Penguin/Dutton. (New York, 1999);
analysis of the differences in the relationships
between dizygotic and monozygotic  twins and
their implications.

Order books and special reports from the
Bookshelf at www.TwinsMagazine.com, or by
calling (888) 55-TWINS. 

Web sites
www.twinsandmultiples.org: Detailed 
information on school placement decisions
and an extensive checklist for discussion of
placement decisions between parents and
school personnel; result of research conducted
by Pat Preedy, Ph.D., principal of an elemen-
tary school in England and David Hay, 
Ph.D., professor of psychology, Curtin
University, Australia

www.nomotc.org: The National Organization
of Mothers of Twins Clubs’ for publications
on school placement

www.TwinsMagazine.com: Message board
thread, School Days, devoted to multiples 
in school

The following summer I had the oppor-

tunity to meet the psychologist Dr. Thomas

Bouchard, director of the Minnesota Twin

Study, well known for studies of twins

reared apart. When asked about the impli-

cations of his findings for parents raising

multiples, Dr. Bouchard said that he would

never separate twins who want to be

together. He went on to explain the value

of the special bond between twins as a life-

enhancing asset which should be nurtured

and celebrated.

On my return home I asked my two

daughters if they wanted to go into sepa-

rate second grades or be together.

“Together!”was their unanimous response.

And so, in spite of my worry

that placement together

would stimulate rivalry

between them, they went

into the same second grade

classroom. I had worried in

vain. Not until our parent-

teacher conferences did I

learn they were in different

level reading groups. The

girls hadn’t bothered to

mention it; to them it was

“no big deal.” That con-

vinced me Dr. Bouchard’s

approach was correct.

In recent years the

research of Bouchard and

others has developed a far

more nuanced understand-

ing of the twin relationship and twin

development than we had when the idea

of separating twins for their own good

gained currency. In consultation with twin

researchers in the U.S. and abroad, my staff

and I developed guidelines for the care of

multiples including guidelines for schools.

While it might seem that the most

effective way to promote the individuality

of multiples is to separate them, the effect

of untimely separation can be quite the

opposite. Unlike single-born children for

whom school is often their first opportu-

nity to learn how to relate to other children

the same age, multiples have been relating

to same-age peers since birth. Ordinarily

preschool-age multiples master complex

social skills and develop a capacity for

empathy that far exceeds those of the sin-

gle-born. At this age their mutual friend-

ship anchors their world.

On school entry all children face the

challenge of their first prolonged absence

from their parents. For multiples this stress

is compounded when they also are forced

to be separated from each other, their life

companion(s). Physical separation does not

necessarily promote their individual devel-

opment. For some, it promotes heightened

anxiety about the other(s) and increases

their longing to be together. Parents of inap-

propriately separated multiples report a

range of adverse effects such as shyness in

otherwise outgoing children, loss of con-

fidence, irritability, aggres-

sion, inattention, bedwet-

ting and setbacks in speech.

On the other hand, sets

who are placed together

seem to find it easy to engage

in different activities when

they have the option of

working together. They also

have the benefit of having a

teacher available to mentor

the balance in their rela-

tionship with each other,

thereby helping  them main-

tain a healthy fluidity in

their interactions. This ben-

efits each child.

As chair of the Council of

Multiple Birth Organiza-

tions, a working group of the International

Society for Twin Studies, I worked with a

cohort of advocates for multiples from

around the world to develop a “Declaration

of Rights for Multiples.” The declaration,

which was adopted in 1995, includes the

recommendation that public policies fos-

ter the annual review of the classroom

placement of co-multiples, and the facili-

tation of their co-placement or separate

placement according to the particular

needs of each set of co-multiples.

Not all school districts are up-to-date

in these matters. And although not all

parental challenges to their policies are suc-

cessful, many parents do succeed in chang-

ing the minds of recalcitrant educators.

Below are excerpts of recent e-mails from
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Parents of 
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separated 

multiples report

a range of

adverse

effects…
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three parents who sought my advice this

year as they struggled, with mixed results,

to keep their twin pairs together in school

districts which insisted upon separation of

all multiples.

E-mail from a mom:“We have been denied

a request to keep [5-year-old twin girls] in

the same [kindergarten] classroom by the

principal and superintendent of our school

system.We are now going before the school

board. The only reason that I have been

given is that it has been ‘best practice.’Other

than that the only other reason that I can

get out of anyone for separation is the fact

that the children will be compared in the

same classroom and one of them labeled as

‘smart’ and one as ‘dumb.’We have enlisted

the support of an attorney to attend the

school board meeting with us.”

Outcome: The school board agreed with the

principal, who, under Tennessee state law,

has final authority over classroom place-

ments. The girls have been separated. One

is having a difficult time in spite of the prin-

cipal’s permitting her to visit her twin’s class-

room. Their mother is looking for ways to

have the law changed.

E-mail from a dad: “We are parents of

3-year-old girl/boy twins who soon will be

moving from day care where they’ve been

since they were 4 months old to a preschool,

where they’ll be until they advance to

kindergarten. The preschool has an unwrit-

ten yet strictly enforced policy of placing all

twins and other siblings in separate class-

rooms. We believe that our children would

benefit from staying together. We have

challenged the policy [with a packet of let-

ters from authorities and summaries of

research supporting flexible placement

policies] and have been told that there are

no exceptions to the policy. We are now

appealing that decision.”

Outcome: The parents’ appeal was denied.

They, however, were able to enroll their 

children in a different school where they can

be together in the same class.

E-mail from a mom of 4-year-olds: “My

principal called me into his office first thing

yesterday morning and apologized for being

Help for a teacher: Look-alikes in the classroom
Dear TWINS Magazine,
I am a pre-kindergarten teacher with one set of monozygotic twin girls in my classroom.
They look very much alike and dress very much alike. For example, they wear purple pants
and the same patterned shirt—for example, one in light blue and the other in pink. Although
their hair is cut the same, they usually wear it differently—two ponytails versus one—unless
they wear their hair down. I think you must be getting the picture. Teachers have noticed
differences in behavior, such as one being the dominant twin. 

Other children in the classroom have no idea which girl is Linda and who is Glenda. Even
when a child has a play date with one of them, they will refer to them as “pink jacket” and
“blue jacket.” I would appreciate any suggestions.

Rochelle

Response: 
If ever there were a “teachable moment,” this is one! You have a wonderful opportunity to
teach your preschoolers facts about twins, while also helping Linda and Glenda improve their
social skills.

You are quite right to be concerned about the confusion the girls’ similar appearances
create. It is difficult to relate to each child as an individual when you can’t be sure which one
she is. I hope you will share your concern with Linda and Glenda’s parents and ask their
help to improve the situation.

Preschoolers (and the rest of us) are very interested in differences. Without neutral clues
such as differences in hair color or height, they may come to rely upon some minute facial
flaw, such as a mole, to determine who is who—hardly good for the girls’ self-esteem. Color-
coding and contrasts in hairstyles can be a help, but, as you are experiencing, they don’t
always have the intended result. When my look-alike twosome were in preschool, we let each
one choose a ceramic pin to wear to school; one wore a shooting star and the other a sun-
burst. The pins eliminated the confusion. Once my girls moved into elementary school and
no longer wore the pins, they said they preferred that people ask, rather than guess, their
names. They also reassured me when I (their mother!) mixed them up, because they them-
selves sometimes mixed up other twin pairs they knew.

You mention that the girls have some different behaviors and that one is the dominant
twin. It is quite normal for monozygotic twins to behave differently for they are, after all, dif-
ferent persons. Monozygotic twins need opportunity and encouragement to develop their indi-
vidual potentials, which will no doubt be similar in some respects and different in others. For
example, they both may love to listen to music and one may prefer to sing and the other
dance, or both may be singers. 

Like all children, twins experiment during the toddler, preschool andschool years with
ways of being in the world and relating to others. Twins are also learning to balance their
close relationship with each other. They will adjust their relationship many times over dur-
ing the course of their early years. Sometimes one will lead and sometimes the other. Parents
and teachers need to help the children find a balance that supports their individual needs
and their relationship by encouraging each child’s efforts and discouraging behaviors that
let one overpower the other.

Avoid labels such as “bold” and “shy,” lest they lock the girls into stereotypical roles that
limit their development. Other children may indeed be tempted to break into the twins’ rela-
tionship with each other by playing favorites. When my twins were 3, one came home from
preschool clutching a pack of gum. A classmate had given it to her when she promised that
she would never speak to her twin sister again. I think you have a good chance of preempting
this kind of deviltry by sharing twin facts with the class and letting the children discuss them
with you, Glenda and Linda.

Several excellent children’s picture books about twins are available; you can find some
online at www.TwinsMagazine.com, on the Bookshelf page.  —Pat Malmstrom“Apart or Together” continued on page 25



Married with Twins
by Joshua Coleman, Ph.D.

If you can’t say something nice...

She said
I know my husband and I are

very competitive and we both

like to be in charge. People

have always joked about it. We

have too, but now we bicker all

the time. I think things are OK.

It’s just that we pick on each

other about how we care for

the babies and he nags me

about exercising, but I am

exhausted. I would just like to

get three uninterrupted hours of

sleep before the twins go to

kindergarten. I think I should

have the final word because I

am the mother. Jeff thinks he

should be more involved, but I

don’t think he has the time.

Where is this headed?

Karen

He said
This bickering is driving me crazy.

And it scares me. Like Karen

says, we agree on the big things,

but the day-to-day stuff is eating

away at me. It’s like we’re adver-

saries, rather than a team. I can’t

do anything right with the babies.

We agree on the big things, but

we are constantly on each other’s

backs about the little things, like

don’t put the diaper in this trash

can, use the other one; don’t hold

the babies like footballs; or don’t

let them share pacifiers; turn off

the TV; get off the couch; don't

move my magazine. Is this as

good as it gets?

Jeff

Dear Karen and Jeff,
One of the most important stages a

couple has to go through when they have
children is the shift from a “me-centered”
identity to a “we-centered” identity.
This is because there’s a heck of a lot less
to go around once twins come on the
scene: Less time to workout, to sleep, eat,
relax, nurture yourself, nurture your
partner, and, in general, bask in what-
ever good feelings there were in the
marriage prior to there being twins. If
the two of you are competitive by nature,
it may take you a little longer to figure
out how to make this shift.

Most couples get bogged down in
making the transition from “me”to “we”
along classic gender lines. In this scenario,
the mother becomes the expert and
gatekeeper around what’s best for the
twins and the housekeeping, and the dad
either excludes himself or gets excluded
by mom’s insistence that she knows best.
In addition, a dad can get a little more
self-focused at just the time when his wife
needs him to focus on her and the twins.

Karen, I’m guessing that you fall into
the gatekeeper category since you write
that a mother should have the final word
about parenting decisions. What to do?
Well, here it depends what type of mar-
riage you have. Women in traditional
marriages believe they should have the
final say over the house and kids because
that’s the deal. Husband brings home the
bacon, and wife gets final say over the
domestic stuff. In some households, that
flies just fine, but yours doesn’t sound like

it’s one of them. Your husband sounds
like he’d like to be involved, and there-
fore, may not want you to have the final
say over what’s good for the kids.

My advice is to let him be more
involved. Dads who are involved when
their kids are young tend to maintain that
tie to their children throughout their
lives. And kids with involved fathers do
better in life than those with noninvolved
fathers. If he thinks he should be more
involved than he has time to be, let him
discover that for himself. The more he
does with the twins, the more time you
have to decompress and relax.

Finally, it’s a common gender differ-
ence for wives to want to provide advice
and instruction to their husbands. It’s
well-meaning and understandable, but
most men can’t stand it and that makes
it bad for your marriage. I would rec-
ommend not giving advice or instruc-
tion, unless it’s an emergency. If he wants
to carry them like footballs or watch foot-
ball while he’s carrying them, he’s the dad,
and he gets to decide when it’s his shift.

Jeff, your wife is under a considerable
amount of strain. As hard as it is for men
to become fathers of twins, it’s almost
always 10 times harder for their wives.
Why? Because most women feel a per-
sonal responsibility to make sure that
their children are thriving in ways that
most men don’t. Children also lean on
their mothers in ways that they don’t tend
to do as much with their dads. Bearing
this in mind, try to not get defensive when
she makes recommendations, criticizes,

Coming soon! “Married with Twins” and
Dr. Coleman go online in our new 
message board forum. For the date and
time, visit www.TwinsMagazine.com.
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or gives advice. Just say, “OK, thanks for
letting me know.”

Your telling Karen to exercise is mak-
ing her feel misunderstood and criticized.
I suspect your concern comes from a good
place,but it may feel like it’s one more thing
she has to do on an already really long list.
While I agree that exercise is key to reduc-
ing stress, your bugging her about it has
about as much chance of getting her to do
it as her telling you how to change a dia-
per is going to change your technique.

As I frequently emphasize in my
columns, the first five years of having
twins is very hard on a marriage. It
requires a lot of sacrifice and giving.You
both are probably feeling needy in ways
that you may have never before encoun-
tered. Many couples feel alarmed by how
stressed they feel with twins and how
much it stresses their marriage.

The best antidote is to show appreci-
ation and gratitude to the other. For now,
I’d like to see you both spend time each
day telling the other what you think is
great about them, and both bite your
tongues on the criticism, advice and the
feedback. If you do end up saying some-
thing critical, make sure you go back and
apologize, offer a hug or find some other
way to make up.

Remember, it isn’t fighting that makes
a marriage head south, it’s not taking the
time to make up and show that you care
about each other.

Joshua Coleman, Ph.D., is a psychologist in
private practice in the San Francisco Bay Area.
He is the father of twin sons and a daughter
and the author of Imperfect Harmony: How to
Stay Married for the Sake of the Children and
Still Be Happy (St. Martin’s Press). Visit  his Web
site at www.joshuacoleman.net.

Send your questions to Dr. Coleman at
TWINS Magazine, 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.,
Ste. 101, Centennial, CO 80112-3851, or

e-mail TWINS.editor@businessword.com.

Joshua Coleman, Ph.D.

They always grow up so fast…
Remember your children when they

were little with the 

GROWING UP TWINS 
GROWTH CHART

Printed in full color and laminated for durability, it’s
the perfect gift for new parents of multiples—or for
yourself. A lifelong keepsake, the chart includes
two rulers for your twins to keep.

It’s NEW
from

Call toll-free 888-55-TWINS 
or visit TwinsShoppe online at

www.TwinsMagazine.com

$25.95 each
Actual size: 40" x 12"

so rigid. He has agreed to keep my babies

together for kindergarten. He still wants

them separated in first grade,but I will cross

that bridge when I come to it. At this time

I believe they will want to be separated by

then too. If not, well, I guess there will be

more convincing.”

I believe that school districts like these

are a vanishing breed. It is very important,

however, that you find out your school’s

policies regarding placement well ahead of

the time your set will start school. Then if

you anticipate difficulties in getting appro-

priate placement for your children, you will

have time to prepare and document your

request and seek the support of other

parents who have tackled or are dealing

with similar issues. With persistence and

some luck, you may succeed in converting

your school’s policies for the good of your

own and other multiples who will follow.

To sum up, I strongly recommend that

school placement be tailored to the needs

of each set of multiples, taking into account

the wishes of the parents and the children.

I also recommend that in the absence of

compelling evidence to the contrary, the ini-

tial placement of multiples be together. It

is much easier for a school to find a place

in another classroom for one of the chil-

dren, if they are unhappy together in the

same room, than to make room for twins

to be reunited if they suffer negative con-

sequences from separation. Furthermore,

the placement of multiples should be revis-

ited every year, just as it is for single-born

children, to make sure their classroom

placement matches their current needs.

Patricia Malmstrom, M.A., is an early child-
hood educator, director of Twin Services
Consulting, co-author of The Art of Parenting
Twins (Ballantine Books, 1999), and mother
of four adult children including twins.  E-mail
her at twinservices@juno.com.

“Apart or Together” continued from page 23

TWINS Magazine Special Reports
UPDATED! NEW ARTICLES! 
“Separate Classrooms or Together”

Updated and expanded. Order it and
“A Guide for Parents Who Want Their 

Twins to Share a Classroom”

$14.95 for both
Call (888) 55-TWINS or visit the Bookshelf at

www.TwinsMagazine.com
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At Johns Hopkins Children’s

Center in Baltimore, Sept. 11

took on a new significance this

year when Faithful and Favor

Sobowale-Davies were suc-

cessful ly separated in a 

relatively brief six-hour surgery.

The twins, born in Lagos,

Nigeria, on July 16, 2003, were

joined at the abdomen and

sternum (chest) and their livers

were fused. The greatest risks

for the twins were anesthesia

and surgical complications

including bleeding, closure of

the abdominal wall and infec-

tion. The twins did not experi-

ence any complications and

their prognosis is good. The

girls and their family returned to

Lagos on Oct. 26, 2003, to a

state reception. Faithful Sobowale-Davis (top) in the recovery room following separation surgery; Favor,
her sister, one day later. Photos by Johns Hopkins Children’s Center. 



The Stark family’s story
Conjoined twins are a subset of monozygotic twins and have been

estimated to occur just once in every 70,000 to 100,000 births. James

and Emily Stark of suburban Denver, Colo., faced the reality of those

statistics three years ago when Emily gave birth on March 9, 2001,

to Alexandra and Sydney, conjoined at the base of their spines.

An ultrasound performed at about four months had shown the

twins were conjoined in the pelvic area. A week and a half later, a

MRI became a decisive crossroads for both Emily and James. “We

were interested in quality of life and getting a clear understanding

of what we were dealing with,” Emily said. It was one-and-a-half

weeks before Christmas, and the Starks agreed that they each would

make a decision on their own, based on what the MRI revealed.

“Doctors told us from the beginning that the girls were very

separable. The best case scenario was no ill effect and the worst

was the twins could be paralyzed from the point of conjoinment

down. After the MRI, we were rushing to the airport when James

said, ‘We’re keeping them, right?’ It was better than ‘I do’ because

I knew we were both on the same page. We became totally

focused on getting them into the world alive and healthy, because

the odds were not good,” Emily explained.“Only one in four con-

joined twins are born alive and of those live births, 85% die within

the first 24 hours.”

Emily spent a month and a half on bed rest, trying to consume

ample protein and keeping hydrated. The girls were born by

Caesarean section at Exempla St. Joseph’s Hospital in Denver. They

would face three surgeries before the actual separation. One of the

critical surgeries was done in June to implant tissue expanders. This

technology was developed initially for cancer patients but is used

in conjoined surgeries to encourage the growth of tissue that will

be used to cover the wounds resulting from the separation.

Caring for the girls until the separation surgery was both chal-

lenging and extraordinary.The Starks took several cues from the nurses

on meeting their day-to-day needs, including using one diaper. “It

was like having a singleton, only double wide,” Emily recalled. They

were able to snap two onesies between the joined part of their daugh-

ters, allowing the girls to have their own outfit. James was actually

concerned about being able to hold them once they were separated,

as it was natural to cradle the girls at their conjoinment.

At birth the girls had weighed a total of 7 pounds, 15 ounces.

Seven months later, they were a combined healthy 30 pounds and

ready for the separation surgery. On Oct. 9, 2001, at Children’s

Hospital in Denver a medical team consisting of 57 members led

by Dr. Joseph Janik, pediatric surgeon, performed the separation.

This was the first time any of them had separated conjoined twins.

The surgery took 15 1⁄2 hours, including two hours of prep time

just to label feet and position the girls. The first incision was made

at 9:57 a.m. and at 6:04 p.m. the

final piece of cartilage connecting

the girls was cut and they began

their lives as separate miracles.

Hours later both girls were able to

move their legs and the separation

was deemed to be the best of all

possible outcomes.

When they went home, Emily

and James thought the girls would

be comforted by being near each

other and put them in the same

crib. The girls cried and screamed

and Sydney threw up. They have

shared a bedroom, but not a crib,

ever since.

The girls are busy, caring 3-year-

olds who love monkeys. They share

easily with each other and are

learning to share with others. They

have undergone some fascinating

changes since the surgery.

“When they were joined,

Sydney was my rascal. She had to

be in Lexi’s neck when they went

to sleep and would fight until she

got it. She was stubborn. Now she’s

the flexible one. It’s like they

switched roles,” Emily remarked.

STATISTICS 
About 1 out of every
70,000 to 100,000 births
(and about 1 out of every
200,000 live births) are
conjoined

25% to 40% are stillborn 

Of the remaining sets of
twins, 25% to 75% will
either die (one or both)
or will live out their lives
handicapped. 

Of the survivors, only a
very small number are
selected for surgery. 

70% of all conjoined
twins are female 

About five unseparated
adult pairs are living
today.

About 200 pairs of 
conjoined twins are born
worldwide each year;
about 40 of those in 
the U.S. 

Conjoined twins: 
Intimacy and independence

by Joann M. Amoroso

An increasing number of stories about conjoined twins have filled radio,
television, magazine and newspaper reports in the past few years. Why are so
many conjoined twins in the news? Are conjoined births on the rise? What 
happens after the dramatic separation surgeries for these children? What is it
about them that continues to intrigue us? 
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The girls bear scars that astonishingly look like the other sis-

ter’s first initial. Syd has a distinctive L-shaped scar and Lexi has

an S. The Starks have shared the girls’ story with their daughters

and they play a game finding the scars. Emily is grateful to have

wonderful documentary tapes of their journey, which the girls have

seen and will come to understand more fully as they grow up.

They have settled into a life of preschool and playing, with sev-

eral doctors now telling Emily that they don’t have to come back

for a year or two. The only remaining health issue for the girls is

scoliosis, or curvature of the spine, which

appears to be correcting itself as they grow.

Emily remembers what Jim’s grandmother

had said to them during the pregnancy:“God

must think you are very special to be given

this gift.” She says the greatest lesson for her

and James has been to count their blessings

and not take things for granted. Emily, a former Miss Colorado

1995 and Mrs. Colorado 2002, finds time to speak professionally

about the lessons she has come to understand through this

extraordinary journey. “God does not give you what you cannot

deal with without his help. At the time, I don’t think Jim and I real-

ized that until we went through the tougher times.We did not come

up with the whys or what ifs or the how comes. They weren’t nec-

essary. Once we made our decision, there was a sense of peace before

all the things started happening. God confirmed our decision in

many ways as we went through the whole journey.”

The Rodericks: Conjoined
Twins International
On May 1, 1996, Jeff and Michelle

Roderick of Prescott, Ariz., also

started the daunting journey to sep-

arate their daughters, Janelle and

Shawna, who were joined facing each

other at the liver.

The Rodericks were one of the

first, if not the first, family to allow

the national media to follow their

story. The girls’ maternal grandpar-

ents, Will and Diane Degeraty, head

up Conjoined Twins International, an organization that lends sup-

port to families with conjoined twins.

“It’s really important for families who are facing this to find out

all they can. There are so many decisions to be made,” Michelle

explained. The Rodericks allow the media to update their story to

get the word out about Conjoined Twins International and how

it can aid families in need of support, referrals and information.

The organization also supports research and educates the public.

Michelle says that in reaching out to others, others have

reached out to them. When they were preparing for the birth of

their daughters, another family with daughters similarly conjoined

came to the hospital, talked and prayed with them.While that fam-

ily preferred their privacy, it truly helped the Rodericks to know

that “if they can get through it, so can we.”The Roderick twins were

separated when they were a month old at Loma Linda University

Children’s Hospital in southern California.

Jeff and Michelle both found time in their busy lives to finish

their master’s degrees when the girls were 2 years old. Shawna will

face breastbone reconstructive surgery within a year, but other than

that the girls are healthy. Janelle and Shawna are now active sec-

ond graders attending school in a one-room schoolhouse where

their mother is the teacher.

Michelle says Janelle and Shawna have taught Jeff and her to

be patient with life, hold on to their faith in God through the tough

spots and to focus on the good. She is both gracious and candid

when asked about her daughters and their story, in the hopes that

it will help someone else. “I am a school teacher and it is natural

for me to want to share with others.”

Medical Advancements
According to the BBC, there have been about 200 separation sur-

geries, with 90% of them undertaken in the past four decades. Until

the mid-20th century, separations were only attempted if the 

Lexi and Syd Stark are healthy, rambunctious 3-year-olds who love monkeys and reading. Apart from scars on their abdomens, there is no evidence they entered
the world as conjoined twins.   Photos by Murray Elliott

One surgery can cost up to $2 million; doctors

often volunteer their time and nonprofits or

special fundraising efforts pick up other costs.

Janelle and Shawna Roderick,
age 7



conjoinment was simple and the children had survived for several

months.The first documented separation was in 1689 in Switzerland

and both twins survived. Technological advances make more com-

plex separations possible today, with greater chances of survival.

“There is a tendency for better survival because each case is an

added experience and surgeons talk with each other. Imaging with

MRI makes better preparation before the surgery,” Geoff Machin,

M.D., Ph.D., explained.“Some cases are not selected for separation

because it is clear they will not succeed. These factors, as well as the

surgical techniques themselves, make big differences to survival.”

Dr. Ted Votteler, a retired Dallas Children’s Medical Center pedi-

atric surgeon, has been involved in seven separation surgeries. He

cites several reasons for the recent successful separation of Egyptian

brothers Ahmed and Mohamed Ibrahim,achieved at Dallas Children’s

Medical Center. Experienced neurosurgeons had six months of care-

ful investigation and models of the blood supplies connecting the

twins to study. In addition, a specialized operating table was con-

structed, allowing the surgeons to rotate the twins 360 degrees.

Careful study is not always possible, given that the health of one

or both of the twins can dictate an emergency separation. Six of the

seven surgeries performed by Dr. Votteler were done as emergen-

cies, several within hours of the birth. Dr.Votteler speaks with pride

of the surviving twins from those surgeries. In his first two cases,

one twin survived each surgery and both of those children are attend-

ing college. With the next set, both survived and one of the twins is

attending graduate school. In the fourth surgery, the surviving twin

has completed high school despite a major hearing defect.

While Dr. Votteler’s respect for and pleasure in these successes

is apparent, so is his concern for the families he continues to fol-

low. He is currently working on a paper addressing the long-term

followup of conjoined twins who have been separated. He plans

to submit it to the Journal of Pediatric Surgery for publication later

this year. Dr.Votteler explained that in his six cases starting in 1978,

“there have been no deaths after the separation surgeries.” This

unfortunately, is not always the case.

Significant complications, severe abnormalities, underlying med-

ical issues and even harsh world conditions can all affect the qual-

ity of life and even survival for twins who are successfully sepa-

rated. In addition, ethical and moral issues have arisen in the cases

where one twin’s deterioration jeopardizes the survival of a

stronger conjoined twin, particularly with conjoined hearts.

Occurrence rates and causes
While the occurrence of twin conjoinment is rare and the rate does

not appear to have increased, the reasons are still unknown.

“Causation is not really known; however, in my work with twin

parents who want zygosity testing for their twins, it is clear that

monozygotic (MZ) twins do sometimes run in families,”Dr. Machin

explained.“I think there is at least one gene for MZ twinning and

I think it acts in some way to make the surfaces of embryonic stem

cells less adhesive. They are more likely to drift away from each

other and form twin clones, including conjoined twin clones.

“With regard to the actual origin of conjoined twins, the event

FACTS We turned to TWINS Magazine Zygosity Puzzle

columnist and fetal pathologist Dr. Geoff Machin, to clarify wide

variations in occurrence rates quoted in conjoined literature. Dr.

Machin comments that although it appears there is an increase in

conjoined twin births, media coverage makes the incidence “more

apparent than real.” He also explains that overall frequency cannot

be accurately stated because “a high proportion of cases are either

naturally miscarried or the pregnancies are terminated following an

ultrasound diagnosis (usually around the dating ultrasound at 18

weeks).’’ Variations in stillborn and early-death rates are also

impacted by termination and surgery, options that are not readily

available outside the U.S. Dr. Machin also questions a common

statement in the literature that conjoined twins occur more

frequently in India and Africa. “Their birth rates are absolutely

massive which is why they have many cases of conjoined twins each

year, but the frequency is probably no different anywhere else in the

world. It is interesting to note that the frequency of MZ twins per

1000 pregnancies is almost constant worldwide and therefore you

would expect conjoined twins to be fairly even also.’’

Janelle and Shawna Roderick were separated one month after birth. Their mater-
nal grandparents founded Conjoined Twins International.
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does occur quite late, at about 13 days post-conception. The embryo

nearly managed to hang in there and resist attempts to make it twin.

That is why conjoined twins are really halfway between being twins

and being a singleton,” Dr. Machin continued.“There is contro-

versy over whether conjoined twins arise by incomplete fission into

two separate twin bodies or whether there are two bodies that some-

how fuse back together. There is no way of knowing which is true,

because it cannot be observed. I favor incomplete fission myself,

because I do not think two bodies can so exactly fuse back together

and become so deeply interconnected in their internal organs. It

seems very unlikely to me, but not everyone agrees.”

One antifungal medicine, griseofulvin, carries a warning

regarding the possibility of conjoinment as a side effect. That warn-

ing is one of the first findings to point to any environmental cause

or exposure. “There are animal models for conjoined twins

including the use of cytotoxic drugs (vincristine) in mice. I do not

know if the griseofulvin risk is very high,” Dr. Machin said.

Gary Steinman, M.D., has been researching monozygotic twins,

including conjoinment. “My studies have pointed to the increasing

incidence of monzygotic twinning in women over 30.Also,much like

dizygotic twinning, this trait seems to be genetic because a number

of extended families have several cases of such twins, a much higher

incidence than occurs randomly.Also, I believe that reduced calcium

has much to do with this [MZ twinning].”Dr.Steinman cautions that

it is “important to differentiate between speculation and what is sup-

ported by actual data.”Steinman,attending physician in obstetrics and

gynecology,Long Island Jewish Medical Center and St. John’s Queens

Hospital; and assistant clinical professor,department of obstetrics gyne-

cology and women’s health,Albert Einstein College of Medicine,Bronx,

N.Y., continues to look into MZ twinning. His research projects are

published in the Journal of Reproductive Medicine.

Global drama
When Lori and Reba

Schappell were born con-

joined in 1961, their parents

were approached by a cir-

cus and the girls were

secluded in an institution

for their early lives. Today

they live alone in

Pennsylvania and lead suc-

cessful lives. They are the

only pair of unseparated

adult twins alive today who

are joined at the top of the

head. They do not want to

be separated, nor does their

family want them to be.

Lori explains their beliefs:

“God made us this way and

He had a purpose for us

and you do not ruin what

God has made.”

Dr.Alice Dreger, a med-

ical historian at Michigan

State University, has raised

ethical issues surrounding

separation, especially if it involves the sacrifice of a weaker twin

in an attempt to save the life of the stronger. The risks involved in

any separation surgery can challenge the medical community and

the family to explore their deepest held beliefs, fears and hopes.

The coverage of the advancements has put a human face on a

rare and challenging situation. The pejorative term “Siamese

twins”—coined to describe Chang nd Eng Bunker who were born

in Siam in 1811—has been replaced today’ with the accurate “con-

joined twins.”As teams of doctors all over the world work diligently

to save and separate children, people around the world watch, pray

and contribute to the financial needs of the families. Media cov-

erage is intense and international, with tragedies mourned and mir-

acles celebrated. Nancy Segal, director of the Twins Studies Center

at California State University Fullerton was recently quoted in the

St. Petersburg Times:“…conjoined twins uniquely capture the con-

flict between our desires for intimacy and freedom.”And perhaps

that dichotomy captures our imagination and holds our attention

as we follow the journeys of conjoined twins around the world.

Joann M. Amoroso, a freelance writer who lives in Englewood, Colo.,
with her husband and 6-year-old triplets, writes the Threesomes col-
umn which runs in alternating issues of TWINS Magazine.

Setup for separation surgery can take hours. Medical team members prepare the surgical suite at UCLA’s Mattel Children’s Hospital
for the separation of Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Quiej-Alvarez. Photo by Scott Quintard/UCLA Photography
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Tiesha and Lesha Turner were born April 19, 1991, joined at the

chest and abdomen. They were successfully separated June 9,

1992, at Texas Children’s Hospital. This surgery was the first to

use silicon balloons as tissue expanders prior to the actual sepa-

ration surgery. According to Dr. Votteler, tissue expanders are a

critical step in any separation surgery. Without adequate skin to

cover the separation wounds, the chance for infection greatly

increases. The girls suffered some early setbacks including bowel

obstructions and pneumonia. Tiesha stayed in the hospital longer

than her sister and was released Oct. 15, four months after the sur-

gery. At their five-year reunion, the doctors saw two active sisters

who love to swim, ride their bikes and lead independent lives.

Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Quiej-Alvarez were born July

25, 2001, joined at the head, which occurs just once in every 2

million live births. They faced opposite directions and were

unable to sit up. They were successfully separated at UCLA’s

Mattel Children’s Hospital on Aug. 5, 2002. Hours after the initial

separation surgery, Maria Teresa developed a subdural

hematoma, a buildup of blood in the brain. A pump was surgi-

cally installed to drain the fluid. Four months after returning to

Guatemala, she contracted e-coli bacteria around the pump,

which resulted in meningitis, causing a severe neurological set-

back. Developmentally, she lags behind Maria de Jesus and likely

will continue to do so. Maria de

Jesus is an active 2-year-old who has

“blossomed” and, by all reports,

speaks both Spanish and English

words. Both girls require more

physical and occupational therapy,

as well as plastic surgery to improve

the shape of their skullcaps and to

normalize their hair pattern.

In 1986, Hassan and Hussein Abdulrehman were born conjoined

at the chest and pelvis. They were successfully separated at Great

Ormond Street Hospital in London. In a recent television docu-

mentary, the brothers explained that they had initially kept their

conjoinment a secret from classmates. As teenagers they have

found acceptance and are thriving in high school. They shared

just two functioning legs between them and each has mastered

the use of a prosthetic leg. They never play on the same soccer

team, claiming it would give a team too great an edge. When they

were young, Hassan was not expected to survive. Hussein sur-

prised his mother when he said he never would have forgiven her

if Hassan had died after separation surgery.

Stella and Esther Alphonce, born in Tanzania in November 1999,

were successfully separated a year later at the Red Cross Hospital

in Cape Town, South Africa. The girls and their mother stayed for

almost a year in South Africa, receiving rehabilitation and sup-

port. Upon returning to their village in southern Tanzania Esther

died from malaria. Stella is being treated for incontinency in a

Dar Es Salaam hospital. An Atlanta, Ga.-based charitable organi-

zation, ChildSpring International, stands ready to assist the fam-

ily if further surgery is warranted.

Ahmed and Mohamed Ibrahim, 2-year-old Egyptian craniopagus

twins were separated Oct. 11, 2003, at Children’s Medical Center

in Dallas; at the end of

October Mohamed sat

up for the first time in

his life. A safe covering

for their skull wounds

has become more

important as they begin

to move around. Tissue

expanders were used to

provide a covering for

the initial wound. A local

company, Biomet, is

working with doctors in Dallas to address the need for material

that can accommodate growth and minimize the risk of infec-

tions that arise with the use of synthetic materials.

Carl and Clarence Aguirre, craniopagus twins born in April 

2002 in the Philippines are undergoing a series of groundbreaking

surgeries at Montefiore

Medical Center in the Bronx

to gradually divide their

blood vessels in advance of a

final separation procedure.

James T. Goodrich, M.D.,

director, division of pedi-

atric neurosurgery believes

this staged process “will

reduce the risk of bleeding, require less anesthesia, reduce swelling

of the brain and allow for continued rehabilitation.”

Tests done in Manila revealed separate brains but a shared

major vein, which drained blood away from the brain. Working

on that vessel is the most dangerous and difficult part of the sur-

gery. On Nov. 24, 2003, a successful surgery gently pried apart

50% of the surface brain areas that abutted, in addition to tying

off more than half of the veins located in the front and side of the

brain. On Feb. 20, the riskiest portion of their staged surgeries

was completed when doctors separated bone from blood vessels

and a major shared vein was divided. Carl performed his “wiggle

dance” and Clarence offered a “high five” just a day after this suc-

cessful surgery. The staged procedure is being done, in part, as a

result of lessons learned during the separation attempt of 29-year-

old Iranian twins Laden and Laleh Bijani in August 2003. Doctors

said the two women lost too much blood during the 52-hour

operation to survive.

Visit www.TwinsMagazine.com for a list of the 
basic types of conjoined twins.

A specially designed table that could be rotated 360
degrees was crucial to the successful separation
of Ahmed and Mohamed, according to neurosur-
geons. Photo courtesy of Amy Waddell/UCLA’s
Mattel Children’s Hospital

Web sites
www.conjoinedtwinsint.com Conjoined Twins International, P.O. Box
10895, Prescott, AZ 86304; (928) 445-2777
www.bbc.co.uk/science/horizon/2000/conjoined_twins_transcript.shtml
Interview with the Schappell sisters, believed to the the oldest living female
conjoined twins in the world; also a discussion among noted surgeons and
Dr. Alice Dreger, medical historian at Michigan State University, on the
ethics of separation. 

Recent separation updates



Pregnancy 
Week-by-Week
Dr. Jane MacDougall $8.95
An innovative, spiral-
bound guide to the devel-
opment of children during
pregnancy,Dr.MacDougall
provides tips and suggestions of prenatal care for expect-
ing mothers. Week-by-week, it presents useful informa-
tion on topics of concern to mothers, from nutrition to
medical issues yo exercise. Paperback, 96 pages.

When You’re Expecting Twins,
Triplets, or Quads
Barbara Luke, Sc.D.,M.P.H., R.D. 
and Tamara Eberlein $14.00
We believe this is the single best book
available  for expectant parents of
multiples. Full of positive, empower-
ing information about health care
providers, diet, activity and rest
restrictions,preterm labor and infant feeding and care tips.
Paperback, 301 pages.

Everything You Need to Know to
Have a Healthy Twin Pregnancy
Gila Leiter, M.D.,; Rachel Kranz $15.95
Dr. Leiter is a mother of twins and an
OB/Gyn herself.Offers practical infor-
mation, and detailed resources when
expecting twins.Paperback,330 pages.

The Pregnancy Bed Rest Book
A Survival Guide for Expectant
Mothers and Their Families
Amy E. Tracy $14.00
Information on everything from noti-
fying your employer and working with
your health insurer to proper nutrition
and calisthenics. Guide helps you
adjust to horizontal living  and get back on your feet.
Extensive resources list. Paperback, 229 pages.

The Multiple Pregnancy
Sourcebook
Nancy Bowers, RN, BSN $17.95
A perinatal nurse and mother of twins
writes on pregnancy, infertility tech-
nology,prenatal testing,nutrition and
development,preterm labor,birth and
the NICU. Paperback, 420 pages.

Having Twins And More: 
A parent’s guide to multiple
pregnancy, birth, and early childhood
Elizabeth Noble $18.95
Revised third edition bursts with details
about multiple pregnancy, birthing
experience, postpartum, and caring for twins at home.
Chapters on prenatal psychology,premature delivery,twin
bonding. Paperback, 562 pages.

Your Premature Baby: Everything
you need to know  about birth,
treatment, and parenting of
premature infants
Frank P. Manginello, M.D.,; Theresa Foy
DiGeronimo, M.Ed. $17.95
Guide to facing the challenging and
often costly ordeal of giving birth to
and caring for premature babies.
Revised edition. Paperback, 336 pages.

Your Premature Baby & Child
Amy E. Tracy; Diane I. Maroney, R.N. $17.95
Written by experienced preemie 
parents and medical professionals,
this book answers your questions
about the NICU, homecoming, bond-
ing, medical, developmental, school years and more.
Paperback, 327 pages.

Breastfeeding Your 
Premature Baby
Gwen Gotsch $5.95
La Leche League International rein-
forces its message that breastfeeding is
possible in  seemingly impossible cir-
cumstances. Paperback, 60 pages.

The No-Cry Sleep
Solution:Gentle Ways to Help Your
Baby Sleep Through the Night
Elizabeth Pantley $14.95
This sensible book offers a 10-step pro-
gram that leads you,one day at a time,
to your goal of a good night’s sleep for
everyone.Full of tips and suggestions,
not  formulas. Paperback, 256 pages.

Nighttime Parenting: How to Get
Your Baby and Child to Sleep
William Sears, M.D. $9.95
Vigorous opponent of letting babies
cry it out, Sears offers dozens of tips
to help you get your babies (and tod-
dlers) to sleep and  stay asleep.
Revised. Paperback, 204 pages.

Solve Your Child’s Sleep Problems
Richard Ferber, M.D. $12.00 
Does your child have difficulty falling
asleep? Wake in the middle of the
night? Suffer from night fears? Packed
with sample problems and solution.
Paperback, 251 pages.

Ready or Not…Here We Come!
Elizabeth Lyons                                 $16.00
This author and mom of twins  recog-
nized that raising twins wouldn’t be
easy.In her multiples birthing class,she
met a group of women who weathered
their pregnancies together and became
close friends. Lyons and her “multiple
sorority” survive the hardships and humor of their first
year with twins. Paperback, 165 pages.

Twins
Mary Ellen Mark $35.00
Mark is one of America’s leading
photographers.Her work has been  in
New Yorker, Rolling Stone, Vanity
Fair,Vogue and Life.She  attended the
popular “Twins Days” festival in
Twinsburg, Ohio, for 2 years photo-
graphing twins with her large-format camera,producing
this amazing book  of 80 stunning images that depict the
bond between twins and captures their unique individ-
uality. 96 pages, hardback.

Double Duty: The parents’ guide to
raising twins, from pregnancy
through school years
Christina Baglivi Tinglov $14.95
Real-life solutions, parent-tested sug-
gestions and expert advice on every-
thing from pregnancy-related weight
gain to whether or not to put the chil-
dren in the same class in school. Each
chapter has  a “top 5” list of tips. Paperback, 201 pages.

TWINS! Pregnancy, birth, and the
first year of life
Connie Agnew, M.D., Alan Klein, M.D.;
Jill Alison Ganon $18.00
Read about physical, medical,
emotional and psychological issues,
with an emphasis on twin-specific
issues and a month-to-month guide for the first year.
Paperback, 320 pages.

Mothering Multiples:
Breastfeeding and Caring for Twins 
or More
Karen Kerkhoff Gromada $14.95
La Leche League guide covers first
feeding efforts in the hospital, avoid-
ing problems, full vs. partial breast-
feeding, going public and juggling
other duties. Paperback, 352 pages.

Mothering Twins: Advice and
support from five moms who’ve
been there and lived to tell the tale
$14.00
Five moms of twins offer many
worked-for-me solutions to myriad
situations unique to caring for twins.
Insightful moms speak from the
heart in terms you’ll understand.
Paperback, 414 pages.

Twins, Triplets and More
Their Nature, Development and Care
Elizabeth M. Bryan $6.95
Classic guide to parenting twins and
higher order multiples.Provides helpful
resolutins to parenting issues unique to
multiple children.Hardcover,138 pages.

Ever Since I Had My Baby
Roger Goldberg, M.D.              $16.00
Pregnancy and childbirth do have last-
ing effects on a mother’s body, particu-
larly after the birth of multiples.A prac-
ticing surgeon, Dr. Goldberg provides
candid,knowledgeable advice for moth-
ers of newborns.using and esay-to-read
style,Dr.Goldberg reassures mothers who are feeling help-
less and alone.There are solutions and treatment for many
common postpartum conditions. Paperback, 378 pages.

Raising Twins: What parents 
want to know  (and what twins want 
to tell them)
Eileen M. Pearlman, Ph.D.; 
Jill Alison Ganon $18.95
From a leading expert in twin develop-
ment,this book blends guidance,inter-
views and illustrative cases about  physical,emotional and
cognitive development in twins, birth through adoles-
cence. Paperback, 267 pages.

Twins to Quints: The Complete
Manual for Parents of Multiple
Birth Children
Rebecca E. Moskwinski, M.D., ed. $18.00 
Compiled by National Organization of
Mothers of Twins Clubs, edited by
Education Vice President Rebecca E.
Moskwinski, M.D., packed with
research, expert advice and practical
“been there, done that” tips from moms of multiples.
Paperback, 298 pages.

Raising Multiple Birth Children:
A parents’survival guide
William & Sheila Laut $19.95
Practical, well-thought-out guide
loaded with great lists, tips from
dozens of parents of multiples, plenty
of “Why-didn’t-I-think-of-that?”
insights and loads of humor.
Paperback, 240 pages.

The Parents’ Guide to Raising
Twins: From pre-birth to first
school days —the essential book for
those expecting two or more
Elizabeth Friedrich; Cherry Rowland $13.95 
Authors are  mothers of twins, deliver
a bounty of useful guidance. Readers
tap into a wealth of practical tips and
advice from doctors, nurses and dozens of other parents
of twins. Paperback, 304 pages.

Twin Telepathy: The Psychic
Connection
Guy Lyon Playfair $9.95
Evidence of a telepathic link between
twins, and incidents of shared emo-
tions, thoughts and tactile sensa-
tions, extreme physical manifesta-
tions as bruising or burning are doc-
umented. Paperback, 160 pages.

Twin Stories: Their Mysterious
and Unique Bond
Susan Kohl $13.95
A mother of twin boys talks to twins of
all ages and writes with insight,warmth
and humor,what it’s actually like to be
a twin. These stories provide a fresh
look into twinship. Paperback,
188 pages.

Keys to Parenting a Child with
Attention Deficit Disorders
Barry E. McNamara, Ed.D.,; 
Francine J. McNamara, MSW, CSW $7.95
The McNamaras, TWINS Magazine
advisory board members,suggest ways
to work with your child’s school,effec-
tively manage  behavior,provide emo-
tional support and act as advocate for
your child. Paperback, 216 pages.

Your Baby’s First Year
Glade B. Curtis, M.D. 
and Judith Schuler, M.S. $16.00
Full of helpful information, this book’s
weekly format allows the parents of
newborn children to follow their devel-
opment over a 52-week period. While
every child is unique, the data con-
tained in the book provides guidelines
to the development of children. Paperback, 544 pages.

I Sleep at Red Lights
Bruce Stockler $24.95
Every parent of multiples will identify with
Bruce Stockler’s hilarious adventures
with his triplet babies. Bruce is the pri-
mary parent for his four kids,who include
a slightly older singleton son. Bruce is a
former stand-up comic who worked as a
joke writer for Jay Leno. He is laugh-out-loud funny,and tends
to see the funny and positive side to absolutely any horrific
situation.As you know,with twins or triplets,there are a good
many of those! Paperback, 336 pages.

Never Mind! A Twin Novel
Avi and Rachel Vail $15.99 
An entertaining novel about twins
Meg and Edward, Meg and edward
clearly don’t see eye to eye.In fact they
are as different as night and day,polar
opposites who constantly rub each
other the wrong way.An easy novel for
twins in the third grade or older…children of this age will
identify with the characters and the situations..
Paperback, 208 pages. Coming in May, 2004

Entwined Lives: Twins and What
They Tell Us About Human Behavior
Nancy Segal, Ph.D. $25.00 
Leading twin researcher and  monozy-
gotic (identical) twin,Segal sheds light
on nature vs. nurture debate, shows
how twins hold the keys to under-
standing physical and intellectual
capabilities. Excellent resource for parents of twins.
Paperback, 396 pages.

Twins in the Family: Interviews
with Australian Twins
Tom Shapcott $18.95
Interviews with Australian twins of all
ages. Author, a twin himself, weaves
fascinating picture of twins’ intuitive
bond,communication and many ways
in which they live out their individu-
alism. Paperback, 232 pages.

Two at a Time
Jane Seymour; Pamela Patrick Novotny $14.00
Reading this is like talking across a
table over coffee with award-winning
star Seymour about pregnancy,birth,
life at home.Lists,answers to common
questions. Paperback, 205 pages.

The Art of Parenting Twins
Patricia Malmstrom, M.A.;Janet Poland $14.00
Pat Malmstrom, founder of Twin
Services, Inc., has adult twins and
holds degrees in early childhood edu-
cation and special ed.Highly readable.
Covers organizing your home, breast-
feeding, “twinshock,” developmental
delays, identity issues. Paperback, 333 pages.

The Joy of Twins: Having, raising,
and loving babies who arrive in groups
Pamela Patrick Novotny $16.00
This handbook covers everything from
the scientific facts to practical parent-
to-parent hints about raising two
babies at once. An outstanding book.
Highly readable! Paperback, 326 pages.

TWINS: Photographs by David Fields;
Essays by Ruth and Rachel Sandweiss

$27.50
Beautiful collection of photo-
graphs and short essays celebrate
twinship—27 pairs of twins,including Muhammad Ali’s
twins,Jane Seymour’s twins,Mario and Aldo Andretti,the
first NASA twin astronauts, twin Olympians,twin broth-
ers who survived the Holocaust. Coffee-table book.
Hardcover, 144 pages.
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How to Talk So Kids Will Listen
& Listen So Kids Will Talk
Adele Faber; Elaine Mazlish $12.50
Contemporary classic that every par-
ent needs to read, about parent/child
communications. Supportive, friend-
ly, and, above all, effective. Elicits
cooperation from children better
than all the yelling and pleading in
the world. Paperback, 286 pages.

Keys to Parenting Multiples
Karen Kerhoff Gromada;  
Mary C. Hurlburt $7.95
Practical help for nurturing multiples
from birth through childhood. Covers
breastfeeding,individuality,combined
energy, toilet learning, school, devel-
opment. Paperback, 216 pages.

Discipline Without Shouting 
or Spanking
Jerry Wyckoff, Ph.D.; Barbara C. Unell $8.00
Every parent of 1- to 5-year-olds
knows children often whine, refuse to
eat, throw tantrums. Unell, founder of
TWINS Magazine and a parent of b/g
twins, teamed with Wyckoff to help
parents discipline children without damaging self-
esteem or natural curiosity. Revised and expanded.
Paperback, 160 pages.

Twins: What They Tell Us 
About Who We Are
Lawrence Wright SALE  $15.95
Recent studies of twins have shaken
the field of psychology to the core,
revealing revoluntionary insights into
the importance of genes on personal-
ity. Award-winning journalist Wright
presents a lively narrative about iden-
tical twins who live entirely seperate lives but have an
incredible number of traits in common, even down to
their tastes in food, music, clothes and, amazingly,
spouses and careers. Wright uses the latest twins studies
to boldly discuss what they reveal about all of us.
Hardcover.

Little Thoughts with Love
Photographs by 
Anne Geddes SALE  $19.95
There’s nothing quite like the
magical photographs of Anne
geddes in this incrediibly gor-
geous book. Twins, triplets
and singleton babies appear
sleeping in petals of roses, popping out of tulips, posed
upon pedestals, nestled among feathers and cradled in a
father’s strong hands. There simply isn’t a more beautiful
book of babies and inspiring quotes. A wonderful gift
idea. Hardcover.

How to Discipline Your Six to
Twelve Year Old…Without
Losing Your Mind
Jerry Wycoff, Ph.D., 
and Barbara C. Unell SALE  $6.95
Proven ways to solve common behav-
ior problems with school-age chil-
dren and still nuture their independ-
ence. Prevent and deal with dozens of
specific issues without nagging, complaining or losing
your own good humor and self-esteem. Hardcover.
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Facing the loss of a multiple
Coming to Term: A Father’s
Story of Birth, Loss  and
Survival
William H. Woodwell Jr. $25.00
By sharing the very early birth of
twin daughters, Woodwell looks
at the heartache and miracles of
NICU, the death of a twin, and
survival. Hardcover, 216 pages 

A Different Kind of Mother
Surviving the Loss of My Twins
Christine Howser $13.95
Howser lost both of her twin boys
shortly after their birth and
offers a story of love, loss and the
choices that made healing possi-
ble. Paperback, 120 pages.

Feeding Multiple Babies
The simple questions—whether to breastfeed or bottle feed, weaning, handling colic,
and many more—become more complicated when you have two or more babies. Full
of useful insights from mothers who have been there! 40 pages.

Tips and Tools for New Parents of Twins and Triplets
When “twinshock”hits new parents, it hits hard. This report is a blessing for new par-
ents of twins. It provides practical, encouraging advice about coping with day-to-day
challenges in the midst of chaos and sleeplessness. 52 pages.

Health & Safety for Infant Multiples
From choosing a pediatrician to childproofing for twins, to dealing with ear infections
and diaper rash, all parents of multiples need simple, essential advice. 40 pages.

Premature Twins and Triplets
Helps frightened parents deal with big and little traumas they face as their small, pre-
maturely born multiples enter life with extra health problems. 44 pages.

NICU
Helps parents deal with their fears of the hospital NICU, challenges of nurturing their
preemies, and bringing their tiny babies home. 54 pages.

Higher Order Multiples
For parents of triplets and quadruplets who face the same concerns of parents of twins—
only multiplied. Topics include sleeping, feeding, bathing, dressing, car seats, school,
relationships among multiples, and growing up as multiples. 88 pages.

Multiples 7 to 12: The Middle Years
Twins really grow up quickly.Report sheds light on  par-
enting challenges during the twins’elementary school years—
competition, discipline, sexuality, safety, self-confidence, identity and more. 85 pages.

Multiples During the Adolescent Years
Parenting teen twins is confusing and stressful, times two. Straightforward advice on
multiples’ adolescent development during raging hormone periods, behavior, health
and education, and typical parenting woes. 87 pages.

Discipline Without Raising Your Voice
Dealing with twins is doubly tricky. Report on discipline and behavioral issues will
enhance  your parental coping skills,ease tensions and help you through difficult times.
Your children will benefit enormously. 56 pages.

A Guide for Parents Who Want Their Twins to Share a Classroom
Report helps you persuade school officials to allow your twins to remain in the same
classroom.Gives ammunition to parents, also provides educators’perspectives.25 pages.

Separate Classrooms or Together?
Multiples face unique schooling challenges and questions. To separate or not? What
to do when one succeeds, the other doesn’t? Report helps light the way down the dif-
ficult educational path. 58 pages.

$8.95 for one  •  $14.95 for two
All Reports Paperback   •   Published by TWINS Magazine 
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The Psychology of Twins: 
A practical handbook for parents
of multiples.

Herbert L. Collier, Ph.D. $13.95
Twins differ from singletons
and, just as importantly, from
each other, whether monozygot-
ic (identical) or dizygotic (frater-
nal). Dr. Collier, a psychologist and father of twins,
draws experience from rearing his twins who are
now well-adjusted adults and also from counsel-
ing hundreds of families with multiples. Offers
compassionate wisdom seasoned with patience.
Practical and down-to-earth, a must-have book
for parents who want to understand and value
each child as an individual. Paperback, 120 pages.

The Twinship Sourcebook: 
Your guide to understanding
multiples
TWINS Magazine $14.95
The leading source of informa-
tion for parents of multiples.
Handy, one-of-a-kind guide-
book helps you understand your
multiples from birth through the school 
years and into adulthood. Topics include tem-
perament and personality, twin-types, and
whether to separate in school. If you have only
one book on multiples, this is the one to have!
Paperback, 272 pages.

The Stork Brought Three:
Secrets of successful coping for
parents of multiples

Jean P. Hall $12.00
Even if you have twins instead
of triplets, you’ll enjoy this
touching, humorous first-hand
account. Inspiring tale empha-
sizes two essential ingredients for raising multi-
ples—patience and a sense of humor. Learn
from the practical steps this mom took to make
life manageable. Paperback, 82 pages.

The Twinship Sourcebook 2:
Toddler Twins
TWINS Magazine $14.95
Everyday questions are
addressed in this practical
guidebook. Twins and triplets
who are moving beyond their
babyhood—and, oh boy, can they move!—make
every day a challenge and lots of fun! Insights
from experts and other parents. Topics include:
biting and fighting, eating, potty training, identi-
ty, discipline, growing stages, physical develop-
ment, language development, emotional devel-
opment, playtime, creativity, and more. A perfect
gift. Paperback, 198 pages.

Dancing Naked in Front of the Fridge...And
Other Lessons from Twins
Nancy J. Sipes, Ph.D. 
and Janna S. Sipes, J.D. $16.95
The title of this book refers to
twinship being like a dance in
front of a mirror—each twin
constantly reflects the other.
These marvelously accomplished
identical twins take a look inside their 
twinship,and help a reader take a fresh look at their
own personal relationships.Gain new and valuable
insights into your twins and yourself.
Paperback, 244 pages.

Twice as funny ... TWINS: A book of cartoons 
David Lochner                                                    $10.95

This cartoon collection is sure to tickle your ribs.
A great gift. Paperback.

Popular Choices from Twins Magazine.
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My Best Friend
Margie Fincher $5.95
Book of rhyme teases readers with the
question, “Can you guess who my friend
can be? I’ll give you hints and you will see.”
TWINS Contest Winner

Simon Says
Diana Hamilton Geller $5.95
Firstborn Simon flaunts his seniority over,
Max, who finds a new way to handle the
issue. TWINS Contest Winner 

One Was Not Enough
Lori Menning $5.95
Mama tells her 5-year-old twins she had two
babies because “one was not enough.” TWINS
Contest Winner

You Can’t Trick Me
Yavonne Field-Bagwell $5.95
Identical twins playfully trick  friends, teach-
ers, and even Grammy about who’s who—
but  can never trick Mom. TWINS Contest
Winner

Wishing on a Star
Dori J. DeGennaro $5.95
As 5-year-old dizygotic twins gaze at the
stars, Mom tells them of her wish every night
when she saw the first bright star. TWINS
Contest Finalist 

Michael’s Brothers
Crystal Forsberg $5.95
Older sibling is jealous of the constant
attention the twins receive, but leans to get
over it. TWINS Contest Finalist    

Jan and Ann are Twins
Barbara Sherwood $5.95
Look-alike twins switch places. Mom takes
Jan to Ann’s favorite place, and Dad takes Ann
to Jan’s favorite.  Oops!

Jan and Ann and the Pet Rabbit
Barbara Sherwood $5.95
Dad gives Jan and Ann sprinkling cans to
water the garden, but they  give Fluffy, the pet
rabbit, a shower instead. 

Twenty Wiggly Toes
Cynthia Johnson $5.95
Twins wiggle  20 toes, race with four feet,
clap their four hands, use 20 busy fingers
and two big bedtime yawns. TWINS Contest
Finalist

One to Three
Nancy Griffin $5.95
Older sibling learns to accept twin babies.
It’s confusing and hard, but  with time,  love
grows. TWINS Contest Winner

His Sister, Her Brother 
Wendy Black Mancarella $5.95
Boy/girl twins have dissimilar personalities,
like different  foods and activities, but fig-
ure out how much they love each other.
TWINS Contest Finalist

Imagination Collaboration
Doris Goldstein $5.95
Twins turn the couch into an airplane and
imagine forks and spoons having a party.
TWINS Contest Finalist

The Chairs Where Pam & Sam Sit 
Cynthia Grannell $5.95
In the style of “This is the house that Jack
built,” the milk lands on the floor, the cat licks
the milk, the cookie falls on the cat and so
on. TWINS Contest Finalist

Tiny Tired Twins
Elizabeth DeArmond $5.95
Bedtime story filled with illustrations of
twin  animal babies, book delivers  a peace-
ful sleepy message. TWINS Contest Finalist 

Twin Babies, Twin Babies
Joan MacNeil; Robin MacNeil $5.95
In musical rhythms of a poem, twin babies
create many delights. TWINS Contest
Winner

The Twins & the Birthday Party 
Marcia Murphy $5.95
Lucy is invited to a party, but her twin isn’t.
Boo hoo. Then he has a special day alone
with Mom. TWINS Contest Finalist

Three is the Perfect Number
Kimberly Carey $5.95
Triplets jump rope, play restaurant, sneak
cookies and give parents a big bear hug.
Stimulates imagination, self-directed play.
TWINS Contest Finalist

One Baby, Two Baby, Three Baby, Four
Christi Rober $5.95
All multiples will giggle when they see quads
crawling, visiting a zoo, crying, taking a bath
and, finally, falling asleep. TWINS Contest
Finalist

Always Zany ABCs for Twins
Dawn Mitchell $5.95
Romp through the alphabet with playful
rhymes. Great for teaching twins the ABCs.
TWINS Contest Winner 

Twinship is in Your Heart 
Stacy Dye $5.95
On a day at the park, mom poses a riddle: Can
twins find other twins ? Dispels twin stereo-
types and teaches individuality. TWINS
Contest Winner 

Kevin and Ben
Gail S. Coleman         $5.95
Identical twins see differences emerge as
they get older … yet feel so lucky to have a
twin. TWINS Contest Finalist 

Family Reunion
Lynn Burgess $5.95
Twins dislike having their heads patted by
relatives who can’t tell them apart and who
always ask who is older, who is smarter.
Story helps twins learn to handle adult
silliness. TWINS Contest Finalist  

My, You Have Your Hands Full!
Amber Lappin $5.95
Simple rhymes tell how  full life  is with
multiples, and what is most full is
Mommy’s heart. TWINS Contest Winner  

It Takes Two
Tammie Blackburn $5.95
Twins complement each other: One 
draws pictures, the other writes words, but
to get the whole job done, it takes two.
TWINS Contest Winner  

The Little Green House
Beth Covino $5.95
Twins introduce “our two beds, two blankets,
two pillows for resting our heads.” But some
things differ… one likes to read, the other
loves music. TWINS Contest Winner  

Where Are the Twins?
Maegann M. Struble $5.95
The twins are playing hid-and-seek. Daddy
and Mommy find their older sister, the dog,
the bird and the cat, but where are the twins?
TWINS Contest Finalist 

Twins: The Two of Us 
Susan May $9.95
Vivid photos with easy-to-read text
explain what twins are, shows twins of
all sizes, ages and types. Shows  that
twins are unique in many ways, yet experience the joys of
life like everyone else. Paperback, 32 pages.
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Twin Tales
Donna Jackson $10.95
Including both scientific research
and interesting personal stories,
this well-illustrated energetic dis-
cussion of twins will appeal to
inquisitive younger readers. Donna
jackson’s book explores twins and their similarities, as
well as their differences. Hardcover, 48 pages.

Double Take: 
The Story of Twins
Daniel Jussim $17.99
This book answers a lot of twin
questions that come up once chil-
dren get to be 3 or 4 years old. Full
of wonderful pictures, tidbits of
useful twin information, and stories about twins of all
ages, and throughout history.  A cross between a picture
book and a textbook about twins, and you’ll find it very
fascinating. Hardcover, 72 pages.

My Twin My Friend
Lynne Crump $16.95
The joy of being a twin is explored
in this entertaining, rhyming story.
Twins have a special friend who is
both alike and different in their own way. Together they
make a great pair. Hardcover, 32 pages.

Twins in the Park
Ellen Weiss $3.99
Story of twins on  an afternoon trip to the
city park. Charming images by British
illustrator Sam Williams, story tells of
fun, games and discoveries. 

Twins Take a Bath
Ellen Weiss $3.99
Kids splish and splash, get clean and
ready for bed. Features images by British
illustrator Sam Williams.  

twins!
Charlotte Doyle         $10.98 
Simple book for babies and toddlers,
twins need double the bottles and twice
the swing pushes, but give twice as many
kisses. Hardcover, 32 pages.

Boing! No Bouncing on the Bed
Jane Seymour; James Keach $12.99
Big Jim Cat becomes agitated when 
twins bounce on the bed, the chairs, 
the sofa, the bed again. Hardcover, 
30 pages.

Splat! The Tale of a Colorful Cat
Jane Seymour; James Keach $5.99
Big Jim gives twins permission to 
paint him while he naps, if they don’t get
paint on themselves or the floor. And that’s
what they do—paint dad!  Paperback, 
30 pages.

Yum! The Tale of Two Cookies
Jane Seymour; James Keach $5.95
Twins can’t resist the smells coming from
a basket of cookies mom has made for
their hungry dad , whose fishing isn’t
going well. Everyone’s in for a surprise!
Paperback, 30 pages.

I Love You the Purplest
Barbara M. Joosse $15.95
“Who do you love the best?” asks one
of mama’s children  “I love you the red-
dest,” she answers. “I love you bluest,”
she says to another.  Story about the
unique love a mother has for each of her children,
Wonderfully illustrated by Mary Whyte. Hardcover , 24 pages.

Twinnies
Eve Bunting $6.00
Older sister says life with “twin-
nies” isn’t always easy. Sometimes
the older child is ignored and frus-
trated, but being a big sister has its
special rewards.  Paperback, 30 pages. 

TWINS!
Elaine Scott    
Photographs by Margaret Miller        $17.95
Large photos and simple text tell
warm and colorful tale of lives of
young multiples—infants through
preschool-age and shows special relationships they enjoy
with each other, siblings and parents. Hardcover, 40 pages.

What Will We Do with Two?
A rhyming book for twins
John P. Trump $10.95
Rhyming book celebrates how
parents respond to challenges 
of raising multiples. Paperback, 
16 pages.

Twin to Twin
Margaret O’Hair                                                 $15.95
Rhymes and playful illustrations
depict an exciting day with rambunc-
tious twins, who play and learn to
walk. Hardcover, 36 pages.

Just Like Me
Barbara J. Neasi $4.95
Simple story written by a mother of
twins, describes how twins are alike 
and yet different. Vocabulary list helps
children learn new words. Paperback, 
32 pages. 

About Twins
Shelley Rotner; Sheila M. Kelly $16.95
Filled with photos of twins, this book
shows parents and their twins  what 
it means to be a twin and helps kids
develop a sense of individuality. Hardcover,
32 pages.

T is for Twins:  An ABC Book
Mary Bond                                                     $15.95
Rhyming book pairs each letter
with a photograph of twins or
triplets engaged in activities from
tree climbing to napping. Space to
insert own photo on last page. Hardcover, 32 pages.

David, Donny and Darren
Virginia Totorica Aldape SALE  $8.95
This imaginative and engaging book
about identical triplets is illustrated
with photographs of three darling
mischief makers in all kinds of neat
settings. it’s about the fun and occa-
sional frustrations of being a part of a set of multiples. For
ages 3 and up.  Hardcover, 40 pages.

On the Trail with Miss Pace
Sharon Phillips Denslow SALE  $7.50
While spending the summer at a
dude ranch, identical twin boys, Bill
and Phil, meet up with their
teacher, Miss Pace, and a cowboy
named Last Bob. The four team up
for fun adventure. Filled with imagainative illustrations. For
ages 4 to 8. Hardcover, 36 pages.

Girl Wonder and the 
Terrific Twins
Malorie Blackman SALE  $7.50
Being a superhero isn’t easy. Just ask
Maxine. But when the police in the
neighborhood need help, Girl WOnder
and her twin brothers are there to
lend a hand. They find loads of trou-
ble…and lots of laughter. For ages 9 to
13. Hardcover, 72 pages.

To place an order, call (888) 55-TWINS, go online or use the order form in this issue.

Go online for more detailed descriptions and excerpts of books

Brown TWINS Series (6 books)
Patricia Frechtman Ages 1 to 4. $ 5.95 each   •    $30.00 set
Book 1 • The Twins’ Beginning!
Mrs. Browne’s pregnancy and the birth of the Browne
twins. 

Book 2 • The Twins Come Home!
Browne twins arrive home and make new demands on
happy parents.

Book 3 • The Twins’ First Walk!
Twins take  first excursion outside, seeing the big world
from their stroller. 

Book 4 • The Twins’ First Visit to the Doctor!
The Browne twins visit the doctor. 

Book 5 • The Twins Are on the Go
The Browne twins learn to crawl, stand and walk. 

Book 6 • The Twins’ First Birthday
Twins celebrate first birthday with a big party.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



Iused to think that I was interested in

identical twins because I am an iden-

tical twin. Then  some years ago it

occurred to me that the world has a fasci-

nation with identical twins. On an experi-

ential level I already knew this, because of

the attention I received as  a twin.

People would always look at us, make a

fuss over us and ask all kinds of questions,

such as,“What does it feel like to be an iden-

tical twin?” Most of these questions were

impossible to answer.

I discovered a twin list on the Internet

where twins exchange all kinds of informa-

tion, including responses to these frequently

asked questions. One response was to 

the question “What does it feel like to be a

twin?” was “What does it feel like to not be

a twin?” People are often puzzled by these

responses, as if the twin is just being diffi-

cult in not giving the information that 

was requested.

I began to wonder what was really being

asked. What was the real question underly-

ing the “what’s it like to be a twin”question? 

An identical twin told me the following

story. She went into a beauty salon to have

her hair cut. While she was there she saw a

set of identical twins sitting under two hair

dryers, deep in conversation with each

other. She looked at them and found her-

self wondering,“What does it feel like to be

so identical?” With a shock she realized her

thought and laughed at herself since she was

an identical twin. Even identical twins are

fascinated with identical twins!

What is this fascination? 
I think this fascination involves the concept

of individual identity. Man is born whole,

undifferentiated from the rest of the uni-

verse. With the advent of psychological

development, a division slowly evolves in

which the human is no longer one with the

environment, but becomes differentiated,

split off from what he or she once was part

of. Without separation there is no individ-

ual existence.We live in this paradox: People

wish to be individuals, but would prefer not

to know the other side of that experience,

which is to not exist as an individual.

Before the time of full psychological

separation and the development of indi-

vidual identity, we live in a world that strad-

dles these experiences. We are no longer

“one” with the world, nor are we fully 

aware of separation. The twin is the symbol

of that time.

When people see identical twins, I think

they have a feeling of the uncanny, an

unconscious memory of not being fully dif-

ferentiated. There is a wish to be able to exist

as an individual and yet not to do so. It is

my belief that the experience of identical

twins symbolizes these universal longings,

to return to a time before the knowledge of

aloneness and death, to be one with the

world. This is part of the human longing to

be loved. Being loved is the experience of

feeling completely understood by another

human being, of being alike, of having a soul

mate, of not being alone.

The twin provides, in human imagina-

tion, the possibility to be both differentiated

and not differentiated at the same time. The

fascination with twins arises out of this

potential. It allows for simultaneously being

an individual and being merged with the

other. It eliminates the pain and loneliness

of individuality while still remaining indi-

vidual. It is a fascination felt by all, includ-

ing identical twins.

Because of the nature of their experience,

however, I believe that twins feel these long-

ings more intensely than non-twins. After

all, twins have shared the same womb,

being together for all those months before

birth and before psychological separateness.

Identical twins have even shared the same

embryo. Therefore, the longing to be

together would be infinitely more intense.

An article in the Worcester Gazette enti-

tled “The Rescuing Hug” (described the

experience of twins born prematurely and

put in separate incubators. One of the twins

went into critical condition and the nurses,
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“Without separation there is no individual existence.”

by Lynn Perlman, Ph.D.
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unable to stabilize her, feared she would die.

With the parents’ consent, they put the twins

together in one incubator. The healthy twin

snuggled up to the ill twin and the ill one

immediately calmed down.Within minutes

her blood oxygen rates were the best they

had been since she was born. As the ill twin

dozed, the healthy twin wrapped her tiny

arm around her sister. (To view the photo,

search for “The Rescuing Hug”on Google.)

The identity issue
Understandably, one of the main issues

twins have to deal with is that of identity.

As I previously mentioned, we all go

through a period in our early stages of devel-

opment when we become differentiated

from our mothers and

from the external

world. This process is

additionally compli-

cated for twins. They

must differentiate not

only from mother—the

primary separation—

and from the external

world, but also from

each other.

We all begin life

without knowledge of

ourselves as separate beings physically, men-

tally or emotionally. Newborns don’t know

that they have bodies, have hands and feet

they can control. This is an understanding

they slowly acquire in repeated interactions

with their environment. Similarly, a sense

of identity is created in these repetitive inter-

actions with our environment. We begin to

discover who we are by separating ourselves

out from the rest of the world.

The process of separation
This process begins around 6 months of age.

Parents discover that a baby who previously

would let many people hold him will no

longer do so. We call this “stranger anxiety”

and it implies that the baby has begun to 

separate people, including himself, from the

general oneness of the environment.

Interestingly, psychological researchers

have found that between the ages of 6 and

10 months twins seem to become highly

aware of each other while being averse to

gazing at each other. It is as if in this time

of initial separation and individuation the

presence of one so similar to oneself is some-

how troubling. The similarity , the existence

of this double is avoided by not looking.

I studied transcripts of interviews with

three sets of female identical twins. They

ranged on a continuum from fairly well dif-

ferentiated to painfully undifferentiated.

The least differentiated were a set of

female twins married to a pair of male twins.

The four lived together in one household,

raising their children jointly. In all of the sets,

one twin was more dominant than the

other and the less dominant twin seemed to

need her co-twin more.Yet, it appeared that

the more dominant twin was more opposed

to further differentia-

tion and separation

than the less dominant

one. It was reminiscent

of couples where one

partner is dominant,

but whose feelings of

superiority depend

upon the other being

inferior.

Developing an

understanding of one-

self as an “I” means

repeatedly being able to separate oneself

from the rest of the world.

Helping twins become ‘I’
How we help twins accomplish the task of

developing their own identities must be

done on an individual basis. No one answer

is right for all twins.

The fact that twins have a constant com-

panion with whom they must share their

mother and their lives, from conception

onward, complicates this task. The fact that

mother will often treat them as a unit further

complicates things. Feeding, bathing and

diapering twins together makes an exceedingly

difficult task easier,but it is vital to understand

that experiencing and treating their twins as

individuals helps their children be able to

experience themselves as individuals.

What we feel is communicated to kids

(even without words) and has a profound

influence on their development. When

twins have their diapers changed, orare fed

by a parent, it is both a physical and emo-

tional experience for each one. It feels dif-

ferent to that child when he is getting that

parent’s full attention rather than partial

attention. (A parent could be distracted for

a multitude of reasons, many beyond her

control.) Even an infant can comprehend

that mom is truly interested in knowing and

aiding in his or her invididual development.

Those feelings are communicated to the

infant or child and are helpful in the process

of development.

I have many stories from twins I’ve

worked with who describe severe trauma

from being separated. I also have stories of

twins suffering trauma from not being sep-

arated. In making the decisions to keep twins

together or to separate them we must look

at them as individuals in individual situa-

tions and then evaluate whether being

together or being separated is what is called

for. Similarly, regarding issues of wearing the

same clothes, sharing birthday parties, hav-

ing play dates together and so on, we must

look at the twins as individuals and explore,

with their help, what is to be done. While

we don’t necessarily accept their judgment

as the final determinant of what we do,

including their wishes in making our deter-

minations certainly increases the possibil-

ity of having our decisions be healthy ones

for our twin children.

The benefits of twinship
Most twins I have worked with express the

feeling of having been blessed to be born a

twin, regardless of the complications

involved. They point out that they have a

head start on human relationships, having

shared a womb together. In helping twins

develop into healthy individuals, secure in

their own identities and able to form satis-

fying and fulfilling relationships with oth-

ers, we are doing a job that must be done

with all people. The job certainly is com-

plicated by their twinness, but perhaps

when it is accomplished they have an abil-

ity to be close with another person in a way

that is somewhat different from a non-twin,

and satisfies an intense longing in the

human condition.

Lynn Perlman, Ph.D, is a psychotherapist and
lives in Newton Highlands, Mass., 
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O
ne day while I was eating lunch at the local deli, I heard

a familiar voice among the crowd of people at counter.

It was my ex-boyfriend Bryan who had broken up with

me three months previously, without explanation. Not

knowing what to say I mumbled, “Hello, Bryan.” As he stood there

with an intense look of wonder on his face, I thought, he is proba-

bly kicking himself for breaking it off.How wrong.For someone who

previously had nothing to say to me, he had the

audacity to ask,“Which one are you?”I had been his

girlfriend for seven months and he couldn’t tell the

difference between me and my twin sister Chrissie.

I scowled at him and replied, “I'm the evil one.”

In fact, most of my acquaintances asked, “Which one are you?”

Answering seemed pointless. Inevitably, the same people would end

up asking the same question the next time they saw me. Either that,

or they’d play the name-guessing game. My parents, too, resorted to

name guessing when the let’s-make-it-absolutely-impossible-to-tell-

our-twins-apart dress code backfired on them.

Growing up, two other phrases played on my ears like a broken

record. The first and most popular phrase,“one of the twins”made

me feel like I was a left shoe.

Automatic association with the half of Mom’s embryo didn’t

end there. My parents, relatives and peers often referred to my sis-

ter and I collectively as “the twins.”Everyone else I knew had names,

but Chrissie and I were branded as a team.

During the teenage journey of self-discovery, cutting the

parental umbilical cord was easy. The hardest challenge I faced was

my inability to break free from the twin umbilical cord. Along with

all the cliché phrases I heard as child, peers constantly asked if my

womb-mate and I had ever pulled the famous boyfriend/classroom

switch or if we could feel each other’s pain. When asked if I felt

Chrissie’s pain, I’d clutch my foot, moan and then say,“Sorry, Chrissie

just stubbed her toe.”

From my experience, I have come up with some

tips for parents of identical twins:

First, what’s in a name or a nickname?

Distinction. I’m very grateful that at least my name

was clearly different from Chrissie’s. So please,

leave the rhyming to the poets.

Second, for years I watched my parents delight in people gawk-

ing at their dressed-alike look-alikes. This adds to the lack of phys-

ical uniqueness, and you can bet that that fashion faux pas is going

to backfire.

Last, don’t tag-team “the twins” in conversation or refer to each

one as fractional parts of a set. Otherwise, like me, they may end

up feeling like a cheese-less pizza.

After all, how would you feel if no one could figure out who you

are? It gives literal meaning to the philosophical question, “Who

am I?”And by now the answer must be painfully obvious: I’'m the

one who doesn’t like to be asked who I am.

Jacqueline Manning l ives in Marion, Conn., far from her 
twin Chrissie.
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I
am a grown fraternal twin. I grew up in a time when nobody

thought about twins having their “own” identity. Yes, our

names rhyme so cutely. Yes, we were dressed alike: One wore

a pink dress and one wore the same in yellow. Yes, we shared

a room with matching bedspreads and pillows, celebrated birth-

days together with only one cake, opened the exact same toys on

Christmas morning, played with the same little boys and girls and

were placed in the same classes at school.

Years later, after all that, I am happy to report

that neither my sister nor I is bitter. We are not in

therapy or having an “identity crisis.” And we do

not hate our parents. On the contrary, I fondly

remember the almost deferential treatment my sister and I received

growing up simply because we were twins. I felt special because I

was a twin.

I also remember always having an available confidante wher-

ever we were—on vacations, during snow days, at school. Because

I was shy, I could count on my outgoing twin sister to pave the way

for me in any situation. I was able to face new people and places

simply because by being there she eased my anxiety. Of course, at

times I thought of being “single.” Just as most people wonder what

it would be like to have a twin, I wondered what my life would be

without one. But I was and still am quite happy being a twin.

The secret to my sister and me being content as twins is really

not a mystery. It is a testament to my parents and their common

sense. When my sister and I were 6, we decided to wear different

clothing; my parents did not argue. When my sister and I were 9

and tired of sharing a room, we fortunately had enough bedrooms

so that I could “move out” with my parents’ blessings. When we

were 18, my sister and I chose to separate and attend different col-

leges. My parents financed and supported that decision. In our fam-

ily unit, I feel we grew up as siblings rather than twins. My sister

and I are best friends still. We are in contact with each other every

day. Neither one of us has suffered a bit for being a twin.

It seems to me that today, parents try to neutral-

ize their children’s twin status; either by making them

exactly equal in all ways or trying to constantly point

out that their twins are individuals. They do not want

to be resented or have the twins resent each other. Of course your

twins may look alike. But you know from their first cries, their first

bottles, their first dirty diapers, that your babies are unique individuals.

So, I say, enjoy your twins. Indulge yourself and dress them alike

as babies and toddlers. They look cute and they are never going to

remember it. Later on, they will see pictures and moan and groan

but no harm was done. Go ahead and buy the same toys. Let them

share a room.

As they grow, your children will let you know what they will 

tolerate as twins and how they want to be treated as individuals.

If you follow their lead, a balance will be achieved that will satisfy

everyone.

Sandra J. Brill, the mother of two sons, lives in Madison, N.J., near her
twin.

Born With It
by Sandra J. Brill

The twin
stigma

by Jacqueline Manning



the Insider’s Guide to 
Disney World

For many families a trip to Disneyland in California or Disney World in
Florida has become a must-make trip, the ultimate family vacation, a pil-
grimage to an icon of American culture. The amusement parks are huge,
and can be exhausting. A little pre-planning can make the difference in
a successful visit, or an I-wish-we’d-never-done-that trip. Here are some
tips from subscriber and message board member Tara Laine Hoffman, a
mother of twin boys who lives in Clermont, Fla.
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Anticipation, half the fun
If you really want to build up the excitement, you might stop by

the Disney Store online and secretly buy Mickey stationary. Mail

each twin a note from Mickey stating how much he’s looking for-

ward to seeing them.

Be prepared
Bring bottled water with you and refill at a water fountain in the

park—a real money-saver.

Dress in layers. Depending on the day, it can go from really hot

to comfortable to chilly. Stick a light jacket or windbreaker in your

park bag. Do not break in new shoes, even sneakers, for this trip.

Name tags
Unless you’re worried about other people knowing their names,

it’s sometimes fun to have your twins wear a personalized T-shirt

or a name tag. Many times the cast members and the “human”char-

acters will see those and will call your children by their names. That

can be so neat for a little one, especially if they’ve forgotten they’re

wearing a name tag: “Wow, Cinderella knew my name.”

Birthdays
If you ever go near your twins’ birthday, get them a big ribbon or

button that says “birthday boy” or something similar. Characters

will often notice and wish them happy birthday or offer special treats.

Autographs
Buy autograph books and big fat pens before you leave home. With

a ribbon or string, tie a pen to each book. (Some of the characters

wear heavy gloves, so a big pen is easier to handle.)

Pace yourself
This is a big trip, but please resist the urge to “do it all.” My husband

and I have season passes, and it amazes us how many meltdowns

occur in the “happiest place on earth.” In almost every case, it’s a

situation of overtired and overstimulated. Pace yourself and enjoy

watching your twins explore and discover.

If you stay just outside the park, you might even consider a quick

nap in the afternoon, before heading back to see the fireworks and

night lights. The hotel pool will be refreshing and as enchanting

as the Magic Kingdom. Be prepared for your twins to want lots of

time in the water.

Character Meals
Be sure to include at least one Character Meal during your visit. It’s

a great way to have one-on-one time with some of the favorite char-

acters.These usually are nothing more than regular meals,but they’re

special because the characters make their way around the room,stop-

ping at each table.You need to make “priority seating”arrangements

for character meals by calling (407) WDW-DINE (939-3463). We

have called them on our cell from in front of the restaurant. It’s not

a reservation but a place in line, so it’s a great way to avoid wasting

time standing in line and no sweat if you miss one.

Tickets
If you buy “hopper passes,” they never expire. In other words, if

you only use three of four days, you can save the fourth day for

another visit. When your kids graduate to adult ticket prices, you

can apply the value of a hopper pass day toward the purchase of

an adult admission. What I’m saying is, if you have one day left and

your twins don’t want to go to the park, save the tickets for another

visit and focus on enjoying the vacation.

Resource
My all-time favorite Web site for Disney World is absolutely huge

and packed with great stuff: http://allearsnet.com/index.html

Greetings from the Mouse House. We live close enough 
to Walt Disney World to actually see and hear the fireworks
every night. 

the Insider’s Guide to 
Disney WorldAn
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The First Year

Milestones look different in pairs

The ability to eat solid food seemed to me

like crying or pooping—an instinct that

wouldn’t require any teaching.When Julian

was 3 months old, he began taking a drug

called Prilosec to help him with gastro-

esophageal reflux, an ailment that made him

spit up 15 to 20 times per day. We were told

to break open a capsule and give him half

of a capsule mixed with applesauce every 12

hours. He hadn’t eaten any solid foods

before, so we weren’t sure whether this new

experience was going to be puzzling to him.

To our surprise, he slurped up the apple-

sauce from the spoon as if he were born

using silverware.

A couple of months later, his doctor sug-

gested that we begin introducing him to

small amounts of other solid foods—

bananas, pears, sweet potatoes, squash—as

another way to help keep the milk down in

his stomach. He was just as adept at eating

these other foods, which confirmed my

theory that eating solid food comes naturally

to babies.After a few more weeks of this, we

were convinced that if we put sawdust on a

plate and fed it to Julian, he’d eat every bite.

We never experimented with that theory,

however.

During the kids’ four-month checkup,

our pediatrician suggested that we try to give

Adrienne some mushy fruits and vegetables.

He said they weren’t really necessary this

early from a nutritional standpoint, but if

it were fun for her, it would be good prac-

tice.Again, we started with what we thought

were sweet, appealing and easy-to-eat baby

foods—applesauce, bananas and pears. She

looked at us as if we were giving her arsenic.

She had no idea what to do with the food

in her mouth, so she did nothing. Some of

the food stayed in the front of her mouth,

and some slid back to

her throat and made

her choke.

This became

annoying to her and

frustrating for us.

Alex started to feel

inadequate because he

was unable to get her

to eat anything. We

both got tense around

feeding times as we

wondered which one

of us was going to

feed Adrienne. We

imagined her packing

formula bottles as she

got ready to leave for

college, and we won-

dered whether she might be the only kid in

her high school class still unable to eat peas

unless they were pureed in a blender.

I checked sections on starting solid food

in some of our childcare books. Dr. Spock

and others recommended using rice cereal

to introduce solid food. Our pediatrician

said that it tasted terrible and wasn’t really

necessary. My mother suggested mixing it

with smooth, sweet fruits to hide the flavor

and a little formula to soften the texture.

Even with these enticements, Adrienne

struggled to get anything down. Finally, I

asked my mother to help her, and slowly,

Adrienne began to get the hang of it. The

whole experience wasn’t one of those earth-

shattering epiphanies of motherhood, just

a subtle reminder of how new and baffling

every little thing is to infants and how

shocking the world must sometimes be to

such innocent eyes, ears and taste buds.

Watching Julian learn to transport him-

self from one place to another was a simi-

lar experience. He spent a great deal of time

working his way from the top of his crib

mattress to the bottom corner. His mode of

transportation in the early days—when he

was 2 weeks old—was sort of a snake-like

slither. Later, when he was able to push him-

self up on his hands and knees, we assumed

a forward crawl would be the next mile-

stone. Instead, he moved backward. I still

don’t completely understand the mechan-

ics of this and why crawling backward was

somehow more natural for him and, appar-

ently, some other babies. I had a dream that

he grew up doing everything this way: He

put on clothes with the tags in front, and

eventually he learned to walk but could walk

only backward.

Later, when Adrienne and Julian mas-

tered crawling and walking, and they were

motoring about at high speeds, we wanted

to teach them how to navigate their way

down steps. We encouraged them to crawl

backward for safety reasons, even though

they desperately wanted to walk down the

way grown-ups do.

When they wanted to crawl backward,

we told them to move forward, and when

they wanted to walk forward, we suggested

they crawl backward. That’s when I realized

how hopelessly confusing being a baby

must be.

Lauren Kafka reflects on the first year with her
twins, now 5, from her home in Bethesda, Md.

by Lauren Kafka
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What is the focus of your
research?  
Whether childbirth is easy or difficult,

long or short, natural or by Caesarean sec-

tion, one fact remains constant: A woman’s

body will never be exactly the same after

pregnancy, labor and delivery as it was

before. Postpartum women of all ages are

affected by symptoms that reveal the

extraordinary physical demands of child-

birth. Urine leakage while coughing, exer-

cising or laughing, difficulty with bowels,

loss of sexual enjoyment–these are the

major disorders of the ‘pelvic floor’ which

affect countless women, and are the focus

of our specialty called ‘urogynecology’.

Sometimes these problems are noticed

immediately, other times, years later.

Why this inquiry?  
Our research team noticed that these

women’s health problems had never been

investigated in mothers of multiples, a

population of women that we felt might be

at especially high risk. We believed that the

unique physical burden of carrying and

delivering multiples might place mothers

of multiples at high risk for incontinence

and pelvic floor problems.

What have you learned?
Our “Evanston Continence Center Mothers

of Multiples (MOM) Study” included 733

mothers of multiples. Despite an average

age of only 37 years, these women reported

remarkably high rates of the various incon-

tinence and pelvic floor symptoms. The

women who reported such symptoms also

reported much worse quality-of-life com-

pared with women without symptoms. The

following are a few of our major findings:

Urinary stress incontinence: This is acci-

dental leakage during physical exertion,

such as coughing, lifting or straining. It

affected 50% of the women in our

Evanston MOM Study.Mothers reported

their leakage problems began during

pregnancy in 41% of cases, and after

delivery in 45% of cases. Even though

stress incontinence is fully treatable, it is

unfortunately a common reason for

women giving up their exercise routines,

for fear of accidents.As a result, this prob-

lem can start as a mild nuisance and even-

tually have detrimental effects on a

woman’s overall health.

Urge incontinence: Also called overac-

tive bladder, this is the feeling of urgency,

frequent urination, waking at night to

void and leakage of urine before reach-

ing the bathroom. Nearly one-third

(27%) of women in the MOM Study

reported that they were experiencing

this problem. Urge incontinence com-

monly leads to avoidance of social activ-

ities, and even depression according to

several other studies.

Anal incontinence: This means dimin-

ished control over stool or gas, and it

remains one of the most taboo subjects

in women’s health. This problem

affected 25% of the women in the study.

The “protective effect” of Caesarean

delivery: Perhaps our most dramatic

finding is that women who have given

birth only by Caesarean section

appeared to be at much lower risk of

incontinence. Birth by “Caesarean only”

was associated with a staggering 50%

reduction in the risk of urinary stress

incontinence and a 5% reduction in the

rate of fecal incontinence.

What are the implications?
The Evanston MOM Study should alert

mothers of multiples (and those expecting)

of the need to inform themselves on these

largely neglected health issues. Mothers

already experiencing bladder or bowel

incontinence, or noticing pelvic discomfort

or problems in the bedroom may be

encouraged to learn from the MOM study

that they’re not alone. But simply being

aware of the problem is not enough–more

importantly, mothers of multiples need to

understand they can treat these problems,

and sometimes even prevent them.

Before, during and long after childbirth:

Numerous strategies can help reduce the

odds of developing incontinence and pelvic

floor symptoms, including:

Learn how to kegel. And perhaps more

importantly, correctly. Kegel exercises

are known to reduce the risk of incon-

tinence and perhaps even enhance sex-

ual function. Learning a quick and

effective pelvic floor exercise routine is

a simple first step for women looking

ahead to childbirth, or looking back.

Discussing childbirth choices with your

body in mind. Many doctors and mid-

wives simply don’t raise these issues with

women planning their delivery–and

that’s a shame.After all, many aspects of

pregnancy and delivery will have an

impact on the risk of developing an

incontinence problem, and there are

research
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Interview by Patricia M. Malmstrom, M.A.

Study tackles taboo topics

Occupation: Scientist: Roger P. Goldberg, M.D., M.P.H.

Position: Director of Urogynecology Research, Evanston Continence Center;  Clinical Instructor,
Northwestern University Medical School; Author, Ever Since I Had My Baby (Three Rivers Press,
Random House, July 2003)

Contact Information: 1000 Central Street, Suite 730; Evanston, IL 60201; Tel: (847) 570-1068; 
e-mail: rgoldberg@enh.org



ways that a woman can prepare. Has she

discussed perineal massage? Labor posi-

tions and pushing techniques? Feelings

about forceps and episiotomy–and

avoiding them if possible? And after

childbirth, a variety of strategies can help

new mothers to optimize their post-

partum pelvic healing, even amidst all

of the excitement over the new babies.

Consider Caesarean section to avoid

these problems.It’s a question that is being

debated all over the world, by healthcare

providers and patients alike. In fact, in cer-

tain urban areas in South America, over

90% of women choose a Caesarean. In a

survey of female obstetricians in England,

30% said that for their own body, they

would prefer Caesarean over vaginal

birth–most commonly to protect the

pelvic floor. Unfortunately, Caesarean

births carry risks and possible compli-

cations that need to be carefully discussed.

It’s certainly not the right decision for

everyone. Mothers-to-be of multiples

have every right to discuss these issues

with their doctor, to make an informed

birthing plan.

For mothers of multiples already expe-

riencing symptoms, countless treatments

include home remedies, office procedures

and minimally invasive surgical procedures

often requiring no hospital stay.For instance:

Urinary stress incontinence can be

improved with simple exercises, non-

invasive devices and quick injections in

the doctor’s office. Or, you can choose

from the latest operations for stress

incontinence, often performed as an

outpatient procedure in about 20 min-

utes—and offering up to 95% rates of

complete cure. Many women are

unaware that these new procedures are

far more effective and less invasive than

operations performed five to 10 years ago.

Urge incontinence is a problem that can

be addressed with changes to diet and

bathroom habits, or with medications.

The latest “overactive bladder” pills are

taken one-a-day, and can quickly

improve control and self-confidence.

Anal incontinence is often a difficult

issue for a woman to bring up with her

doctor—but doing so is worth her

while. After all, symptoms can often be

improved using over-the-counter reme-

dies along with changes in bathroom

habits. More difficult cases might be

improved or cured with surgery, to

repair the supports around the vagina

and rectum that are often weakened

during childbirth.

Where do you expect your
findings to lead?
Moving forward from here, the challenge

lies in educating women about choices

they can make before, during and long

after childbirth to prevent problems. We

need to also identify better ways to pre-

vent injury during childbirth, aside from

the option of c-section which clearly is

not the solution for all women. In the

meantime women already suffering these

problems may find relief from existing

treatments, some that can be applied at

home, and others that may require a visit

to a urogynecologist. Mothers of multi-

ples with symptoms, regardless of

whether they arise right after childbirth

or years later, can rest assured that it is not

an inevitable cost of motherhood—but

rather, a problem that can be solved.

Patricia M. Malmstrom, M.A., is director of Twin
Services Consulting, www.twinservices.org,
and co-author of The Art of Parenting Twins,
(Ballantine, NY, 1999). You may e-mail her at
twinservices@juno.com.

Additional information, including a list of 
specialists in your area, can be found through
the American Urogynecology Society
(www.augs.org).
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Book reveals the reality of liv-
ing with your postpartum body
Dr. Roger Goldberg’s new book, Ever
Since I Had My Baby (Three Rivers
Press, July 2003) is the first lay guide
written for women that focuses on the
causes of female incontinence, sexual
and pelvic floor dysfunction, and their
most up-to-date solutions. Issues spe-
cific to multiple childbirth are covered,
including the results of the Evanston
MOM study. 

Throngs of mothers will agree that
this easy-to-read, must-read book is
long, long overdue. Goldberg writes
about things we just don’t—or didn’t—
talk about.

He writes: “The way you deliver
your babies may be just as important
as the number you choose to have.
Countless decisions made in the labor
room—from preparing your pelvic
floor and perineum during pregnancy
to your choice of position during labor
and when and how you should push—
can affect your comfort and control
afterward.”

A reassuring, straightforward and
practical guide, this book is is an
important breakthrough in women’s
health. Dr. Goldberg’s style is conver-
sational and not overly clinical. How
often do you call a medical book a
page-turner? This one is. 

Regardless of whether you have
twins, or triplets, are expecting, have
never had a baby or are 30 years 
postpartum, this book has something
for you. 

—Sharon Withers
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SHOPPING GUIDE

Apparel/Gifts

Announcements

Announcements

Address Labels

Apparel/Gifts

Baby Care Bags

Baby Nursing

1-800-342-8171 for a Free Color Catalog

UNIQUE PRODUCTS by FAMILY LABELS®

Birth Announcements

Address
Labels

Visit us on the web: www.amazinglabels.com

Michael Cindy Brandon Devin Salty

MERRY CHRISTMAS From THE WARDS
2114 Pickett Road • Raleigh, NC 27601

Double the trouble, double the fun, our life
with twins has just begun!

Proud Parents
Cynthia and Mark Young

Samantha Leigh
6 pounds, 2 ounces

20 inches
10:23 a.m.

Megan Alexandra
6 pounds, 4 ounces

19 inches
10:25 a.m.

March 20, 2004

THE MILLER FAMILY
2308 Palm Island Drive • Orlando, FL 32809

James Michelle Scotty Doug Timmy

Holiday
Labels

VISIT THE TWIN’S MALL
FOR MORE UNIQUE PRODUCTS

at www.TwinsMagazine.com

ASSOCIATED PHOTO CO.

Wouldn’t you prefer to have a full-color photo of
your twins on their birth announcement?
Three sizes: 31⁄2 x7 – 4x8 – 4x6 folder.
FREE envelopes. 5–7 day turnaround.
Email: sales@associated-photo.com

Call: (800) 727-2580
Write: P.O. Box 817 • Florence, KY 41022

Photo Birth
Announcements

Top Quality
at Direct

Mail Prices

VISIT THE TWINS' ONLINE 
COMMUNITY AT

www.TwinsMagazine.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS!

www.doodlyn.com

KOOL KANDY WRAPPERS
Personalized Candy

Wrappers for All Occasions
Hershey® Candy Bars (All Sizes)

Lifesavers®, Kit Kats® & Gum

(909) 883-3350 
www.koolkandywrappers.com

Owned & Operated by 

Mommy of Twins!

Great Twin & Triplet Things!
1,002 Tips • “Expecting 2” T’s • Journals

Rompers • Family T’s • Big Brother/Sister T’s 
Bags • Brag Books • Cards • Invitations

JustMultiples.com 

Preemie
Store

www.preemie.com • 800-676-8469

®

Clothes and
accessories for

premature babies.
Lots of multiples

items!
See our ad on page 13.

Finally! A Bag to 
Hold & Organize All 

My Twins’ Stuff.
BABYBAKS
The Diaper 
Bag-Back Pack 
Designed for 
Multiples

Our easy, hands-free 
back pack organizer 
will simplify your life!

• Divided compartments for each child 
• Insulated bottle pockets hold up to 4 bottles
• Made of finest quality Cordura
• Extra large fold-out changing pad
• Monogramming available
• Durable, water resistant, washable 
• Multiple small compartments

To Order: 
Visit Our Website
www.babybaks.com   
or Call 888-440-9007

Lifetime
Guarantee

$79.95 twins bag 
$89.95 triplet bag
All major credit cards accepted

www.TwinsMagazine.com
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PROFESSIONAL BABY NURSE 
AVAILABLE FOR LIVE-IN

Young, enthusiastic RN available for live-in, 24-hour
care. CPR certified, experienced with multiples.
Provides newborn care, breast/bottle feeding 

assistance, and help with creating routine schedule
for babies. Excellent references. Will travel.

Please contact Lindsay at (414) 732-4114.



Invitations

We're Having a Party!

Cards Designed with Multiples in Mind™

Full-Color Illustrated Cards with Envelopes

–or–
Full Color Brochure with

Order Form by mail

Two by Two and More!
PO Box 114

Stormville, NY 12582

Order from our Website at

www.TwoByTwoAndMore.com

Toll Free: 1-866-766-8562
Please view our selection of

multiples books by Betty Jean Case.

Invitations for Birthdays,
Christenings & Coordinated

Thank You Notes
Coming Soon…

Shower Invitations
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Catalogs

Embroided Clothing

Nanny Services

DNA Testing

Coordinated Clothing

Bottle Holders

Nursing Pillows

The Bottle Bundle
patent pending

The Bottle Bundle is a soft, slightly angled, u-shaped pillow designed
to safely hold your baby’s bottle in place and give you a free hand.

To order call toll free 800-639-2984
Little Wonders

www.littlewonders.com

Please see
our ad on

page 7

Flexible Hands-Free
Bottle Holder

Phone (973)209-0833
R. EBERT • 3 BROKEN ARROW TRAIL • VERNON, NJ 07462

The Extra Hand

Still
the
Best

• Holds all size bottles
• Attaches to any seat
• Adjusts to any angle

$29.95 each + $7.95 shipping

Call 352-394-3314 for a FREE COLOR CATALOG, or 
send business-size, self-addressed, stamped envelope

to: 1736 Sunset Drive • Clermont, FL 34711-3449

Fun gifts and T-shirts
created especially

for twins and those
who love them.

ARE YOUR TWINS IDENTICAL?
Many parents are given misinformation at
the time of birth. Affiliated Genetics has
been providing the public with affordable,
accurate DNA testing since 1994.
Twin Zygosity test: $120 plus $10 s/h
Paternity Screen: $325 plus $10 s/h
•  Results mailed within 7 business days
•  Improved cheek swab sample collection
•  Personalized, helpful service.
All test results are reviewed and reported by a

Board Certified Geneticist.
PO Box 58535
Salt Lake City, UT 84158
Tel: 801-582-4200
Fax: 801-582-8460

Please call: 800-362-5559
www.affiliatedgenetics.com

Visa/MC accepted
Personal checks
Money orders

Jewelry

SAVE ON BOOKS AND 
GIFTS FOR TWINS

Online at 
www.TwinsMagazine.com

Registered Nanny
San Francisco Bay Area

More than 10 years experience.
Specialty newborn multiples.

Resume with documents, references.
Patricia Lee (707) 647-1954

The search for the perfect gift for
twins has ended! We offer unique
embroidered infant and toddler clothing specific
to the gender of the special twins in your life.

Our 2004 line includes super-soft 100%
cotton bibs, hats, creepers, t-shirts and

baseball t’s all made in the USA!

T’s For Two Featuring our exclusive “I Love MyTwin Brother orSister” Peapod
Design!

T’s For TwoTM

Distinctive Apparel 
for Twins

Visit us on the web at 
www.tsfortwo.com 
or call 908-813-3367

Visit us on the web at 
www.tsfortwo.com 
or call 908-813-3367

Quality embroidered
clothing and 

unique designs 
for families 

and friends lucky
enough to be
blessed with 

mulitples.

www.custom-stitch.com
330-899-9SEW

BOTTLE NANNY
The ideal baby bottle holder! Holds
standard bottles…hands not required!
Easily clamps to car & infant seats,
strollers, etc. Only $14.95 each + $5 S/H.
Order Online: www.babydoodads.com

Baby Doodads, Inc. (702) 638-6352



Natural Baby Products

natural products for baby and
family from a mom of twins!

www.earthybirthymama.com
(954) 815-8213

• cloth diapers, covers & accessories–easier than you think!
• baby slings • natural body care • breast feeding supplies 

• wood toys • furniture • storage solutions
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SUV 3rd Seats

Playsets

Organizations

Nursery Products

Scrapbooking

Stroller Accessories

Strollers

Breathable Bumper
The safer alternative to

traditional bumpers!
· Padded Breathable Mesh
· Keeps Arms & Legs in Crib
· Attaches Securely

Please see on ad on page 17 www.babyabby.com

The Triplet Connection provides vital
information to families who are expecting

triplets or more, as well as encouragement,
resources and networking for families who are

parents of higher-order multiples.
THE TRIPLET CONNECTION

P.O. Box 99571, Stockton, CA 95209

(209) 474-0885
www.tripletconnection.org

Super Priced @
$399! Sweet!

Our Lowest
Price Ever!
Retail:$650

www.bergdesign.net
runabout@teleport.com

15thAnniversary

Free
Airless
Tires!

Optional Basket
and H2O Bottle

RUNABOUT 2, 3, 4 & 5 Seats
Free Brochure:1.800.832.2376

To Place Your Ad in
Twins Shopping Guide 

Call (800) 328-3211
ext.139

Need a Stroller?
Come to the 

SUPER-Source!
www.babysaurus.com
See our ad on the back cover.

little passenger seats, inc.little passenger seats, inc.

3rd seats for: Tahoes, Explorers,
Cherokees, 4Runners, Troopers, Blazers...

www.littleseats.com (800) 252-9989

little passenger seats, inc.

Options include headrests & shoulder belts

SRI NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
TWIN REGISTRY

Seeks identical/fraternal twins under age 18.
Parents are notified of upcoming studies.

To register: 800-SRI-TWIN or sritwin@sri.com
Visit www.sri.com/twin

TWINS STUDY @ HARVARD 
seeks 10-month-old to 3-year-old identical and 
fraternal same-sex twins for language study.

Call (617) 495-0937
Email twins@wjh.harvard.edu

or visit http://twins.wjh.harvard.edu

Twins Registry

Twins Studies

Strollers

Safety Products

KID-KUFF
SAFETY & SECURITY 

Single $10, Double $18, Triple $25
Includes postage, send ck, MC or Visa

970-669-4568
www.kidkuff.com

KID-KUFF  INC
5608 N Roosevelt
Loveland, CO 80538

MOVING?
CALL 888-55-TWINS

To change your address
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FINANCIAL 
MONEY TROUBLES? OVERDUE BILLS? Reduce
Interest, Cut Credit Card Payments. NonProfit
Organization. Call 1-800-SAVE-ME-2.

BABY / CHILD PHOTO CONTEST

ATTORNEYS

IMAGINE YOUR BABY’S PHOTO converted to a 
cuddly doll. My Baby Forever™ 800-456-5864
www.mybabyforever.com 

NATIONAL BABY PHOTO CONTEST. Winners  receive
CASH prizes, plaques. Talent Agencies notified. Quick
Response. Send photo, 2 loose stamps: ABC, Dept. TW,
15120 County Line Rd., Spring Hill, FL 34610 
www. AmericanBabyContest.com

IVF OR IUI?  Be sure they’re your children Call 
1-866-GENE-TEST.

DNA PATERNITY TESTING

ADOPTION

WORK FROM HOME! No selling, No risk! For more info,
visit http://sabou.internetmoms.net

THE PAMPERED CHEF® Excellent income, Quality
Kitchenware, Home Shows. No Inventory - Deliveries. Debra
Keller, Independent Director 1-866-249-3367.

HOME-MAILERS NEEDED! Easy Work! Excellent
Pay! Earn Weekly Checks! Visit -
www.MoneyForMailing.com

TOYS

INCREASE YOUR LOVEMAKING  pleasure!
Guaranteed! Free Sex Education Catalog from Sinclair
Intimacy Institute. Call 1-800-955-0888 Ext. 8TW7.

MEDELA PUMP IN STYLE TRAVELER™, an
exceptional breastpump with hands-free portability.
www.bareware.net.

WORK AT HOME

FOR MOM

MOTHER GOOSE ADOPTIONS  It’s nice to know some-
one cares during this difficult time - open or closed adop-
tions, living exp or relo pd. Call Deb at 1-866-892-BABY.

MOMS WANTED! Work from home: No Selling/Stocking
Visit: http://2bee.stayinhomeandlovinit.com

HELP WANTED

PREGNANT? Learn about your adoption options.Medical
& living expenses available. Open Adoption, Confidential,
compassionate assistance. 800-92ADOPT.

CUSTOM CHILDREN PORTRAITS FROM YOUR
PHOTOS. Capture your child’s beauty & personal-
ity in a fine art original oil pastel. Call Jim 407-595-
0945 or visit/order online www.careypastels.com

OF INTEREST TO ALL

MAKE $25.00 PER CELL PHONE YOU GIVE AWAY
FREE! 1-888-251-9532, www.listassociates.net 
116 Kellogg, Ames, IA 50010

BABY / CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS

EARN $10,000/MO. Brokering mortgage notes &
other income streams. Free info 888-539-3707.
www.brokeropp.com

CLOTH DIAPERS AND SUPPLIES including
Kushies, Bumkins, Kissaluvs, Chinese prefolds.
Baby slings, lambskins, and natural personal care
products. thebabylane.com 1-888-387-0019.

UNIQUE HARD TO FIND BABY ITEMS from
Preemie to 6 months. (888) 909-BABY
www.BabiesAdvantage.com

SIGNING TIME VIDEOS!  Fun Sign Language for your child!
www.signingtime.com or (801)533-0444 Save $3 on the set-
Discount code:TWINS, Expires 6/1/04.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS

NO COMMUTE!  Learn to earn $10K a month from home. Not
MLM 1-800-743-8604.

POLICE IMPOUNDS!!  CARS FROM $500!! Hondas,
Chevys, Jeeps, etc. For Listings: 800-719-3001 ext.
B003.

TOYS that encourage a child’s imagination, natural-
ly. Quality, non-toxic, wooden toys that last. Games,
books, block sets. whimsicality.com 1-888-387-0019

MAKE MONEY AT HOME! 1-800-290-8063 ext. 15 
www.WorkAtHomeIncome.com

Get PAID to go Shopping! 1-800-290-8063 ext. 16
www.MysteryShopperJobs.com

A NEW COMPUTER BUT NO CASH?  You’re APPROVED-
Guaranteed!* New-Fast-Famous Brand. NO CREDIT CHECK-
Bad Credit-Bankruptcy OK. 1-800-420-1751. 10A-9P EST-Mon-
Fri *Checking Account Req’d.

LEARN TO WORK AT HOME!  Quality comprehensive online
or text training in a great rewarding career, medical transcrip-
tion. Free info 866-214-5150 ext. 0404TW
www.CareerStep.com/workathome

EDUCATION

COMPUTERS

STOP BEDWETTING! Alarms, books, treatment kits.
www.bedwettingstore.com (866) 214-9605. Free catalog.

CATALOGS

CEREBRAL PALSY 1-800-295-1107.
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS

WWW.RENTAPRIEST.COM Married Catholic
Priests available for Baptisms, First Communion,
other Sacraments, Home Masses 1-800-PRIEST9.

REAL ESTATE
FORECLOSED HOMES from 199/mo 4% down 30 yrs@8.5%
for listings 800-319-3323 ext. B004.

INVENTIONS / PATENTS

HAVE A NEW IDEA/PRODUCT? Patenting and
Marketing Assistance. Law Office of David P.
Gaudio PC Free Information Kit. 1-800-615-3950.

NEED A UNIQUE GIFT? Custom Scrapbooks,
Premade Scrapbooks Invitations and Announcements
848-391-8987 www.dsmemories.biz

CHRISTIAN DEBT COUNSELING... Be Debt Free
Years Sooner. Recorded Message: 800-729-6494
or www.familycredit.org

WWW.DiapiesRUS.com Quality disposable dia-
pers in large 240 ct cases for all sizes.
DiapiesRUS.com or (630) 253-3841.

PERSONALIZED GUND TEDDY BEARS from
$29.95 shipped today! www.800Bear.com 800-800-
BEAR(2327).
PERFECT, soft, cozy, cotton flannel baby blankets you will
adore! www.myfavoriteblanky.com

KIDS CRAFT OF THE MONTH CLUB! Just
$7.95/month! Visit www.craftnkids.com or call 303-
651-9234!

MOTHERS & OTHERS Work from home & love It!
$500-1800 PT $2,-4,000 FT 708-802-1943
www.PCToWork.com

MOMS WORK FROM HOME! No Sales! Phone/PC
http://kelly.stayinhomeandlovinit.com

ONLY THE BEST  earn at home invest in your future.
www.momswin.com/parenting

WORK AT HOME  with i.Moms. No Sales. Free Training
http://details.internetmoms.net

HEALTH, FITNESS & WEIGHT LOSS

LOSE YOUR POST-PARTUM WEIGHT! 3-day personalized
diet analysis by dietitian only $29.95. FirstStepNutrition.com

UNIQUE, QUALITY AND BEAUTIFUL. Our cards
are handmade with love. These cards are for life’s
most memorable moments. Check out our website
at www.keepsakesforeverinc.com

CreateCity.com  Personalized Books. Educational Toys - Name
Trains, GUND. 508-854-1020.

—PHOTO RELEASE—
AUTHORIZATION TO REPRODUCE

PHYSICAL LIKENESS
For good and valuable consideration, I hereby
expressly grant all rights to TWINS® Magazine, The
Business Word Inc., and its employees, agents, and
assigns to photograph the following individuals

and/or to use their picture(s), or other
reproductions of their physical likeness(es) as
these appear in a still photograph(s), digital or
electronic reproduction(s), or image(s), in
connection with the use of these images for
publication by TWINS® Magazine, in print or
electronically, now or at any time in the future. I
attest that the title and rights to this/these
photograph(s), image(s), reproduction(s), and/or
digital likeness(es) are mine to assign on behalf of
myself and/or

I certify and represent that I have read this entire
agreement and fully understand its meaning, and
I agree to be legally bound by the agreement as pre-
sented, this 

day of , 20 .

(parent or guardian, if subjects are underage)

(twin type / age in photo / date of birth)

Parent/Guardian Name (please print entire name)

Signature

Relationship to subject(s)

Date

Address

City, State, Zip

Phone Number

E-Mail Address

Please enclose this signed form with the photos you
submit for publication by TWINS magazine. Thank you.
(This form may be cut out or photocopied.)

Mail to:
TWINS Double Takes

Attn: Art Director
11211 East Arapahoe Road, Suite 101

Centennial, CO 80112-3851

(names and gender(s) of persons in photo)
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All aboard
Thomas and Sir Topham Hatt roll out the “red

track” on the new release  New Friends for

Thomas to welcome 10 new friends to the

Island in six all-new episodes—”Gordon and

Spencer,” “Emily’s New Coaches,” “The

Spotless Record,” “Peace and Quiet,” “Jack

Jumps In,” “A Friend in Need.” For ages 2 to

6. Anchor Bay Entertainment; 35-minute DVD,

$19.98; VHS, $12.98. Visit www.thomasthetankengine.com for 

more information.

Alvin and the Chipmunks
encore
Fans of “Alvin and the Chipmunks”will welcome

Little Alvin and the Mini-Munks, starring Alvin,

Theodore, Simon and their new friends, the

Chipettes. Little ones ages 3 to 6 will learn about

the emotional and behavioral issues of growing

up from the wonderful blend of imaginative

entertainment and valuable life lessons—including a segment on

sibling jealousy—on this DVD. Bagdasarian Productions, 80-

minute DVD, $19.95. Visit www.chipmunks.com.

Best for breastmilk
VIA is an innovative disposable concept

from Avent America that broadens its

Natural Feeding System, giving moms

a slew of options. Pre-sterilized dis-

posable bases with storage lids and

bottle adaptors are compatible

with Avent’s anti-colic nipple and

its ISIS Breast Pump. The bases can be disposed of after one use

or re-sterilized up to three times. Eliminate messy liners with the

ISIS VIA Breast Pump Kit for $49.99, or buy individual compo-

nents. Visit www.aventamerica.com for more information.

Buy wisely
You up to $400 a year in diaper costs,

according to Consumer Reports testing: Some

less-expensive store-brand disposable diapers are

now so good that you should consider switch-

ing from a brand name. Find this and much

more brand-specific advice in the up-to-date A-

to-Z guide to baby products. Consumer Reports

Best Baby Products retails for $16.95. Visit

www.consumerreports.org for more information.



The Perfect Gift for a Family Member,
Friend or Yourself!

Created Specifically for Mothers of
Multiples. The Gift Packet Includes:

� Twinship Sourcebook2: Toddler Twins
Insightful TWINS Magazine articles from experts and parents regarding toddler age multiples
(298 pages)

� Growing Up Twins Growth Chart
Exclusive, colorful chart celebrates growth milestones of twins during their early years (40"
high x 12" wide)

� TWINS Special Report: Discipline Without Raising Your Voice
Helpful compilation of TWINS expert advice regarding discipline and behavioral issues (56 pages)

� TWINS Special Report: A Guide for Parents Who Want Their Twins to Share a
Classroom
An intelligent report to help parents persuade schools to allow twins to remain in the same
classroom (25 pages)

� TWINS Special Report: Separate Classrooms or Together?
Fascinating collection of TWINS articles regarding unique schooling challenges for multiples
(58 pages)

This packet also includes:
• 12 Issue Subscription to TWINS Magazine • Psychology of Twins
• Nighttime Parenting • 3 Unframed Pieces of Twins Art

Our special 
package price:
Only $91.99
If purchased separately, 

you would pay over $170.00!

Call your TwinsShoppe Customer 
Service Representative today to take advantage

of this special Toddler Twins Gift Packet:

888-55-TWINS 
Or order online at

www.TwinsMagazine.com
Sorry, no substitutions. Payment must accompany the order. Shipping and handling fee of $14.95 applies.

Additional surcharge for Canada and overseas customers. Please allow two weeks for delivery of the package.
Frames Not Included.

Our special 
package price:
Only $91.99
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A. 12" x 15"

B. 12" x 15"

Dozens more products available at www.TwinsMagazine.com

� Tiny Fingers and Tiny Toes
Celebrate twins and create a lasting keepsake!
Do-it-yourself kit comes with non-toxic ink pad and an extra verse-
and-hand/footprint page in case you goof. Designed exclusively for us.
Perfect gift for grandparents. Openings for twin photo alongside each
unique “print”. Frame is white painted wood. Overall size 12"Hx15"W.

A. Fingers - SF90035   $39.99 each
B. Toes - SF90036  $39.99 each

SHOPPE
Special Gifts for Families with Multiples

TWINS Lifetime
Memory Book
TWINS Exclusive! This remarkable new book captures the special
moments in your life and the lives of your twins! Every one of the
56 full-color pages is filled with the gorgeous watercolor illustrations
of renowned California artist Jerianne Van Dijk. They await your
thoughts, family facts, and photos. Special pages for info from when
Mom and Dad were growing up, your babies’wonderful “firsts”, and
your family trees. You’ll love the luscious sherbet colors in this vol-
ume. Hard cover, 8.5" x 11" on heavy, durable paper stock We sell
a set of two at a special price so each of your twins will have one.

SS03003     $34.95 for a set of 2 books

� Personalized Twin Afghan
Clever original design created by an artist with twins and exclusive
to us. Woven throw in a large size is personalized with your twins’
names and their birth date in green embroidery. 100% cotton,
washable. 46" x 67". Shipped directly from manufacturer. Allow 3
to 4 weeks for delivery. No express delivery.

SF90112     $49.99 each

Be sure to include personalization information on the order form or
when you order by phone.

� Growing up Twins
Growth Chart
TWINS Exclusive! Created especially

for families with twins. Vibrant colors

and adorable critters adorn this chart

designed to hang on the wall. A unique

accent piece for your children’s room.

Celebrate your children’s growth mile-

stones during their early years.Your fam-

ily will enjoy this lifelong keepsake.

Printed in full color and laminated for

long-lasting durability. Use a permanent

marker to write each child’s name in the

banners at the top, and then note your

darlings’ heights at important moments

in their young lives. Ribbon hanger and

adhesive hook-and-loop tabs included.

When your children outgrow the chart,

each one gets to keep a brightly enam-

eled customized wooden ruler to use

with school projects. 40" H x 12" W.

SS03001    $25.95 each

NEW!

To place an order, call (888) 55-TWINS, go online or use the order form in this issue.

Childhood Memories
and Lullabies On
Guitar �
EXCLUSIVE! You and your
twins will truly love this
delightful award-winning col-
lection of lullabies and child-
hood favorites performed by
Michael Kolmstetter (a father
of twins!). And because these
delightful songs are collected
on one compact disc, you’ll play them as background music while you
feed, read to, and prepare your twins for bedtime. The collection
includes such classics as Brahms Lullaby, Are you Sleeping?, Mary Had
a Little Lamb, All Through the Night, Rock-A-Bye-Baby, Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star, Mozart’s Lullaby and Spanish Melody. 19 songs.

SF90115    $9.95 each

NEW!



� A. To a Mother of Twins 
Creamy parchment mat, pale gold liner; 11"x14" overall.

SW00022 $31.99 each
Two or more $29.99 each

� B. Pardon Our Mess. . . Twins Live Here
Creamy parchment mat, pale gold liner; 11"x14" overall.
SW00021 $31.99 each

Two or more $29.99 each

A. 11" x 14"

“Discover Wildlife,
Raise Twins” Ceramic

Plaque  �
A sentiment every parent of twins
can relate to! This handcrafted
ceramic plaque will tickle your
funny bone and keep your sense
of humor charged when you most
need it. Leather hanger.
5 3⁄4"Hx71⁄4"W.

SF90092     $17.99 each

� Photo Frames
Exclusive to us! Collect your twins’ special pictures in these keepsake frames. Designed espe-

cially for families with twins. Choose from a 12"x15" blue-painted frame with 10 openings in

the matching mat, or a 10"x12" blue-painted frame with four openings in the matching mat.

Both frames are beautifully lettered to say, “Twins are one of life’s special blessings.” Adorable

Noah’s Ark two-by-two illustration appears in one

opening of each photo frame.

SF90031   12" x 15"    $23.99 each
SF90032   10" x 12"    $19.99 each            

18" x 18"

� Multiples of Love
Your love is doubly deep when you have twins, in spite of the challenges they present

and the amount of work you do while they are tiny babies. And this plaque expresses the

perfect sentiments. You are filled with joy, and your heart overflows with love, but there

are times when you are ready to tear your hair out! Hang this on your wall, or on the

wall of your darlings’ bedroom as a reminder of the wonder of having multiples and the

beauty they’ve brought to your life. The colorful, heartwarming art is a print of a

watercolor original by renowned California artist Jerianne Van Dijk created exclusively

for TWINS Magazine and TWINS Shoppe. Oak frame, glass included. Creamy

parchment mat, pale gold liner; 11" x 14" overall.

SS03002   $31.99 each; two or more  $29.99 each

� Twin Sisters Hand-in-Hand
Colorful, high-quality print exudes the
warmth of twin sisters’ special
relationship, and the strength and
support they gain from their twinship.
This picture belongs on the wall of
every twin girl’s bedroom. Verse
surrounding print says, “Little girls are
precious gifts, Wrapped in love serene,
Their dresses tied with sashes, And
futures tied with dreams.” Framed print
is 18"x18" overall, double-matted in
dusty blue and rose, then beautifully
surrounded in 1" gold leaf frame.
Comes with glass.
SF90033      $43.99 each

12" x 15"

10" x 12"

11" x 14"

49To place an order, call (888) 55-TWINS, go online or use the order form in this issue.

B. 11" x 14"

Dozens 
more products

available at
TwinsMagazine.com
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growing stages

What’s good for one...
“I have 17-month-old identical twin girls. One of them is anaphylactic to eggs and

milk (a severe allergic reaction that causes swelling and breathing problems and requires

immediate medical help). We are weaning from the bottle so I have them both on soy

milk. It is too dangerous to have cow’s milk in one cup because, as you know, they get

tossed around and traded constantly, but soy milk is not cheap. Both are finicky eaters

and trying to come up with things for them to eat while eliminating everything with

those two ingredients is horrible. Can anyone out there help?”

Lisa, from Bethany, Okla.

Leslie J. Bonci, M.P.H., R.D., a spokesperson for the American Dietetic Association,
came up with following quick tips for Lisa.
■ Peanut butter. Try mixing in a little powdered soy and honey; spread thinly on mini rice cakes,

or on dairy-free saltines. (Do not serve in balls to children under 5.)

■ Soy smoothie. Blend soy milk and soy yogurt with your twins’ favorite fruit.

■ Soy cheese. Melt it on toast for a quick snack.

■ Bread. Choose from French bread (only four ingredients in true French bread: water, flour, salt
and yeast), pita, English muffins, plain bagels.

■ Crunchies. Little rice crackers and mini rice cakes offer crunch that even picky eaters like.

■ Cookies. Look for PARVE or PAREVE on the label for completely dairy-free products.

■ Puddings. Use a soy milk in a rice pudding.
Food Allergy and Anaphalaxis Network, a national nonprofit organization, has a

must-visit Web site, www.foodallergy.org, where you’ll find a birthday cake recipe.You

also can order its allergy cookbook for $20 on the site.

Or check out The Kid-Friendly Food Allergy Cookbook by Lynne Rominger and Leslie

Hammond (Fair Winds Press, March 2004), with more than 150 recipes that are wheat-

free, gluten-free, dairy-free, nut-free, egg-free and low in sugar. Available online and

in bookstores for $14.95.

Leslie J. Bonci, M.P.H., R.D., is director of sports medicine nutrition at the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) and author of American Dietetic Association Guide to
Better Digestion.

Two for the road 

Freeze 
the season
Blend a batch of fresh-cooked veggies for your
twins. Freeze the leftovers in ice cube trays or
small muffin tins. When frozen, remove the indi-
vidual portions and store in plastic baggies. 

Essential home safety
products
■ Smoke alarm

■  Carbon monoxide alarm

■  First aid kit 

■  Drawer and cabinet latches

■  Electronic outlet covers

■  Safety gates at stairs (children under 3)

■  Window guards

■  5' fence around a pool

■  Gun locks

—National Safe Kids Campaign

Traveling with twins can be twice as difficult.

It can also be twice as much fun. A few inex-

pensive purchases can help make this year’s trip

a vacation to remember.

Small tote bags can be easily personalized

with paint pens. Place special treats, small toys

and books, a map, a throwaway camera, and

a journal and pen in each bag.

These items will help smooth out the

bumps in a long ride. The treats will avoid a

stop at every other exit. The toys and books

will entertain the children either alone or

together. Joke books in each bag will create

laughter among the travelers. The easy-to-read

maps (these can be printed off the Internet or

you could trace them yourself) will stop the

insistent questions like “How much longer

until we get there?” or “Are we there yet?” When

a child follows along using a map, it gives them a

sense of where they are and about how much fur-

ther they have to go. Be sure to include every city

or town along the way.

The throwaway cameras will teach your twins

to appreciate the beauty of nature, sunsets and

mountains. Using their journals, they can record

fun times, (young children will enjoying drawing

pictures) that will be remembered for years to

come. Collecting postcards along the way is a won-

derful way to share the trip with family and friends.

Nancy B. Gibbs, a freelance writer who lives in
Cordele, Ga., is a mother of adult twin sons, a reg-
ular contributor to TWINS Magazine and author of
Celebrate Life...Just for Today. Visit her Web site at
www.nancybgibbs.com.Taylor and Kelly, 21⁄2 years
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It’s impossible to protect your children

from everything. Here’s what to

do if one of your children is bit-

ten or stung by an insect.

If the stinger is still there,

don’t use tweezers to take it out!

Instead, use  a credit card and gently

scrape toward the base of the stinger

until it’s been removed.

Wash around the bite or sting with soap

and water. Do not scrub the area.

Remove any jewelry or tight clothing

preferably before any swelling occurs.

Apply an ice pack (be sure to wrap a cloth

around it first) to the area: Do not ice for

snakebites or stings from sea life.

Watch for any of these symptoms: hives,

flushing, dizziness, confusion or difficulty breath-

ing. If you see any of these, call 911 immediately.

Mosquitoes have become more than a pesky

annoyance, thanks to West Nile virus. Mosquitoes

breed in standing water and are hungriest at dawn

and dusk. Don’t roll out the welcome mat for the

little bugs. Use insect repellent that contains 10%

DEET for young children. If it’s not too hot, dress

your children in long-sleeved pants and shirts and

spray their clothes with repellent. For more

information, visit www.mosquito.org.
Claire E. Cundiff

Cerrillos, N.M.

Bites and Stings

Diapered for success
Before I leave my house for the pool, I dress my 15-month-old twin girls in

layers: swimmies, then a fabric swim diaper, their bathing suit, and on top of

these layers, a regular disposable diaper (one size larger than the one they usu-

ally wear). When I arrive at the pool, I just have to remove the outside diaper

and we’re ready to go.

Patricia Murray, Westwood, N.J.

Grace and Davis, 
8 months

Lighten your load. Babies Travel Lite, www.babiestravellite.com, delivers baby 
supplies to travel destinations nationwide.

Use insect repellent that contains 10% DEET for young children.

Newborn weight gain
Birth weight Gains/week Usual time to gain 7 pounds
3 pounds 4 to 7 ounces 9 to 16 weeks

4 pounds 4 to 7 ounces 6 to 12 weeks

5 pounds 4 to 7 ounces 5 to 8 weeks

Discovery Day

Making each twin feel special is not
always easy, especially for  children
who share a birthday, friends, teach-
ers, a bedroom, toys and more. To
make our girls feel special, we
invented “Discovery Day.” Alena’s
Discovery Day is Jan. 17, the day we
found Katia’s Discovery Day is Feb.
13, the day that we found out I was
having twins. On their Discovery
Day, they get to choose a special fam-
ily activity: Go out to dinner, see a
movie, visit the zoo or whatever they
can dream up that is somewhat rea-
sonable. At age 6, the girls are explor-
ing their individuality and having
their own special day really does
make them feel special and separate.

Elaine R. Jones
Ramsey, N.J.
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Adel and Dale
Age in photo: 14 months

Campbell, California

Blake and Lanie
Age in photo: 111⁄2 months

Alpharetta, Georgia

Hailey and Katie
Age in photo: 21 months 

Corona, California

Jennifer and Lillian
Age in photo: 6 months

Hayes, Virginia

Gabriel and Gwendolyn
Age in photo: 9 months

Novato, California

Conner and Tyson
Age in photo: 51⁄2 months 

Rockville, Maryland

DoubleTakes Boy/girl twins are (almost) always dizygotic (DZ, “fraternal”).

Can you guess whether the same-sex multiples are monozygotic (MZ, “identical”) or dizygotic?

8

Syona and Saahas 
Age in photo: 11 months

Boyds, Maryland

5

2

Kevin and Christopher
Age in photo: 3 years
Howell, New Jersey

6

7

Isaac and Samuel
Age in photo: 6 years

Mobile, Alabama

9

1

4

3
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Craig and Kara
Age in photo: 31⁄2 months

Lockport, Illinois

Andrew David and Amanda Emily
Age in photo: 5 months 
Newport News, Virginia

Kellen and Hannah
Age in photo: 31⁄2 years
Chalfont, Pennsylvania

Ava and Emma
Age in photo: 41⁄2 months

Newnan, Georgia

10

13

Estella and Lourdes
Age in photo: 9 months

Stinson Beach, California

11
Based on parental reports:

1 - DZ2- MZ3-MZ4-DZ

5- DZ6- DZ7- DZ8- DZ

9- MZ10- DZ11- DZ12- DZ

13- DZ14- UNK15- DZ

Photo Tips
What we are looking for:
• Sharp focus
• Crisp, clean, vivid color 

(no blue or yellow cast)
• Good, attractive lighting (no high 

shadow contrasts, no “red eye”)
• Uncluttered backgrounds 
• Happy children interacting with 

each other

We select photos for an upcoming issue
three months prior to its distribution.
Because of the volume of photos received,
we are unable to respond individually. If your
photo is selected and you have not included
a release form with it you will be contacted to
sign a photo release. See Release Form on
page 36 of this issue. 

Please be sure to:
• Place your address label on the back of

the photo (or write softly with permanent
ink pen) along with a phone number.

• Include the names of the children, their
age in the photo and their twin type
(dizygotic, monozygotic or unknown).

Send your twins’ photograph to:
TWINS Double Takes
Attn: Art Director 
11211 E. Araphahoe Rd., Suite 101
Centennial, CO 80112-3851

NOTE: We are unable to use any professional
photographs. Photos will not be returned.

All photos become the property of TWINS.

TWINS Magazine (ISSN 0890-3077) is published bimonthly for $25.95 per year by TWINS Magazine, 11211 East Arapahoe
Road, Suite 101, Centennial, Colorado 80112-3851. Periodicals postage paid at Englewood, Colorado and additional 
mailing offices. Canada Post Publications Agreement # 40579507. Canada Returns to: Station A, P.O. Box 54, Windsor,
Ontario N9A 6J5. Email: twins.customer.service@businessword.com POSTMASTER: SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO: 
TWINS, 11211 East Arapahoe Road, Suite 101, Centennial CO 80112-3851.

14

Laela and Ameah
Age in photo: 111⁄2 months

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Luke and James
Age in photo: 7 months

Hudson, New Hampshire

16

12

15



Happy Endings
by Nancy Veeneman

Multiplication

Many books and magazines tell new parents

all about the joys and challenges of having

multiples. My twins were born at 28 weeks

after 12 weeks of bed rest because of preg-

nancy-induced hypertension that resulted

in HELLP Syndrome. I had plenty of time

to think about life with my babies. Once I

got through what seemed like endless bed

rest and two months of the NICU, I was

looking forward to my imagined idyllic time

with my toddlers.

What the books don’t tell you is the the-

ory of “multiplication,” the unique hap-

pening that results from the combined

brainpower of twins, triplets or more.

Never underestimate what two (or more)

small people can come up with to occupy

their time and totally frazzle you!

When Alex and Andrea were 3 years old,

we lived in a duplex at the end of a long

driveway. Our mailbox stood at the other

end of the drive. Until one hot July day, I

thought I had covered all the bases. My

house was completely twinproofed—right

down to the covered knob on the front door.

No little person was going to sneak by me.

Late that morning, I headed out to the

mailbox. As usual, I left the front door ajar,

making sure it was unlocked. I didn’t think

twice when Alex closed the front door

since he obviously couldn’t get to—much

less turn—the lock on the knob.

I retrieved the stack of bills, junk mail

and a few letters and walked back up the

driveway. When I got to the door, I learned

the awful truth: Alex had grown tall enough

to reach the deadbolt, and with his sister’s

guidance, they were off for a grand adven-

ture. I tried everything imaginable to get

Alex to open the lock so I could get in. I

coaxed, cajoled and promised enough sug-

ary treats to keep them both going for days.

I could see them through the living

room window laughing at me as I tried to

get back in. The reality that they were not

going to let me back in filled me with ter-

ror. I ran to the home of the retired couple

next door. We were casual acquaintances; I

had seen their sons doing yard work for

them on the weekends when they brought

their families to visit.

My neighbors called my landlord, but he

wasn’t home. My husband was the only one

in his office at the time, so he was unable

to leave. The wife, Mary, volunteered to go

and get the key from my husband.

Back at my perch outside the living

room window. I could see my twins jump-

ing on the couch, throwing pillows at each

other and thoroughly enjoying their new

freedom. All I could think about was them

falling off the couch and getting hurt. The

urgency in my voice became more pro-

nounced as I repeatedly pleaded with them

to stop. The theory of “multiplication”

does not include the word “stop.”

After what seemed an eternity,Mary drove

up with the keys.When I asked her how I could

repay her kindness she gave me a wry smile.

It turned out that the two sons I had seen

working so hard on their parents’ yard are

twins. Mary was also a mother of multiples!

As soon as the children heard the key in

the lock, they became silent. They tried to

hide from whatever fate this overheated,

now short-tempered woman had in store for

them. But they had to clean up their mess.

In about 30 minutes I had learned all

about “multiplication.” I have never for-

gotten the lesson, or my keys, again.

Nancy Veeneman lives in suburban Chicago,
with her now-12-year-old twins. She is national
online director of Sidelines, the high risk preg-
nancy support network. Visit www.sidelines.org
or www.highriskpregnancy.org.

Twin Vision by Brian and Brad Jones

Illustration by Deborah Zem
ke



Versatility
Sharing the experience of feeding your baby comes naturally with Avent®.

The Avent Feeding Bottle is clinically shown to reduce colic* and is 

recommended by more doctors than any other brand†. Created to 

closely resemble the breast, the natural shape and feel of the Avent

Nipple encourages your baby to latch on and suckle, giving you the 

versatility to switch effortlessly between breastfeeding and bottle

feeding while keeping your baby comfortable and happy.

Avent...easy to choose, easy to use and easy to fit with the life you lead.

* Colic Study summary available upon request, or at www.aventamerica.com.
† According to a recent market research study. Results available on request.

Avent makes it easy.

The Avent Feeding Bottle
Closest to the Breast, Reduces Colic

1-800-54-AVENT
www.aventamerica.com

©2003 Avent America, Inc.



Babysaurus specializes in the finest baby gear. 
• Car Seats • Cribs • Bedding • Breast Pumps 

• Toys • High Chairs • Just to name a few!

From the beginning, your only baby source!
When you want a super selection of quality strollers at 

great prices, come to www.babysaurus.com

1
Baby?

2
Babies?

3
Babies?

4?!

Visit us online today at
www.babysaurus.com 

or call us at 1-877-NEW ANGEL

FREE

Shipping!
FREE

Shipping!

Within the continental

U.S. Visit us online or 

call for more 

details.

( 1 - 8 7 7 - 6 3 9 - 2 6 4 3 )
Mention this ad in Twins magazine

for a special discount offer!




